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Weary of CPSU, economic conditions, lvashko resigns as Ukraine's president
Soviet miners stage political strike elected CPSU deputy general secretary
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Miners
throughout several major coal-mining
regions of the Soviet Union, including
the Donbas in Ukraine, staged a 24hour warning strike on July 11 to
demand the resignation of the Soviet
government, nationalization of Com–
munist Party property and moreecono–
mic autonomy for the coal mines,
reported various sources last week.
The miners' demands had been an–
nounced at a conference of workers of
the Donetske and Luhanske regions of
Ukraine, held on July 8 in the Shakhtar
stadium in Donetske, reported Rukh
Press international on July 12.
According to Andriy Slyvka of the
Donbas (Donets Basin) strike commit–
tee, 141 out of almost 250 Donbas coal
mines took part in the strike, while
others held rallies in support of the
striking miners, wrote RP1. Miners in
the Kuznetsk Basin (Kuzbas) in Siberia,

in the vorkuta fields inside the Arctic
Circle and in a few mines on Sakhalin
island far to the Pacific East took part
in the daylong strike, notable for the
stronger emphasis on politics and not
just economic need, reported The New
York Times.
"in the last year things have gotten
worse," vasily Grinev, a miner from the
Kuzbas, was quoted as saying. Last year
Soviet miners nearly crippled the
economy with a strike pressing for
economic reform, improvement in their
poor standard of living, improved
working conditions, more consumer
goods, including basic items such as
food and soap, and greater autonomy
for the mines.
"The food stores are almost empty
again," said Mr. Grinev, a miner for
most of the last 30 years. "The politi–
cization of the miners is growing and
(Continued on page 3)

Bishop Greschuk of Edmonton dies
EDMONTON - Bishop Demetrius
Greschuk, Ukrainian Catholic eparch
of Edmonton, died here at his residence
on Sunday, July 8. He was 66.
He was the spiritual head of Alberta's
35,000-member Ukrainian Catholic
community, having been installed as
eparch on April 28, 1986. He had been
consecrated a bishop on October 3,
1974.
Bishop Greschuk was found dead
Monday morning, July 9, slumped over
his desk at his residence, it is believed he
died of a massive heart attack, as he had
a history of high blood pressure and was
on medication at the time of his death.
The bishop was born November 7,
1923, in innisfree, Alberta. He studied
philosophy and theology at St. Au–
gustine's Seminary in Toronto, gra–
duating in 1950.
On June 11, 1950, he was ordained a
priest by Bishop Neil Savaryn in Ed–
monton. He served as pastor of St.
viadimir and Assumption of the Bless–
ed virgin Mary churches in Edmonton
in 1950 to 1956, and of Holy Eucharist
Church, also in Edmonton, in 19561959.
Later he was assistant pastor of Si.
Josaphat Cathedral in Edmonton in
1959 to 1968, and served as pastor of St.
Stephen Church in Calgary, Alberta, in
1968-1974.
He was appointed titular bishop of
Naziano and auxiliary bishop of the
Edmonton Eparchy on June 27, 1974,
and was consecrated bishop in Edmon–
lon on October 3, 1974. Officiating at
the consecration were Bishops Neil
Savaryn, lsidore Borecky and Andrew
Roborecky.
On March 17,1984, he was appointed

apostolic administrator of the Eparchy
of Edmonton. Two years later, on April
28, 1986, he was installed as eparch of
Edmonton.
A requiem service for Bishop Gres–
chuk was held July 12, and funeral
services were scheduled to be held the
next day, Friday, July 13. Both services
were to take place at St. Josaphat's
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in Ed–
monton.

Bishop Demetrius Greschuk

by Kathleen Mihaiisko
Radio Liberty Research

MUN1CH - volodymyr lvashko,
the former first secretary of the Com–
munist Party of Ukraine, was elected
Wednesday, July 11, to the newly
created position of deputy general
secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union.
He defeated conservative Yegor
Ligachev, often described as an ortho–
dox Marxist who is Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev's most prominent
opponent.
Mr. Gorbachev, who was re-elected
on Tuesday, July 10, as the CPSU
general secretary, in nominating Mr.
lvashko said it is important that the two
people at the top of the party leadership
be "close in their views" and that the
party not be divided. From that point
the Ukrainian's election was virtually
assured.
Even before his formal nomination,
in fact, Mr. lvashko sent word to Kiev
that he was resigning from the post of
chairman of the Ukrainian Supreme
Soviet, a job he has held for only five
weeks. Mr. lvashko, naturally, made no
mention of his possible leap forward in
the CPSU hierarchy in his statement of
resignation. Rather, as TASS reported,
he cited "the lack of support in the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet for conduct–
ing the program of economic, social and
cultural rebirth of Ukraine as 1 under–
stand it."
Mr. lvashko referred here to a con–
troversy that erupted last Friday when
the Ukrainian Parliament sent a request
to the 63 of its members who are
attending the party congress to return
without delay to Kiev. The request said
that the absence of so many legislators
was hampering the work of Parliament
at a very critical time, when Ukraine is
faced with strikes in the Donbas coalfields and, in addition, is on the verge of
making its long-awaited declaration of
state sovereignty.
Mr. lvashko denied that the absence
of the Communist deputies was hinder–
ing business in Parliament (only a
handful of delegates, indeed, went back
to Kiev), in rather unfriendly parting
words to the Ukrainian legislature, Mr.
lvashko held "anti-Communist, uncon–
structive forces" to blame for obstruct–
ing "productive work" in the Supreme
Soviet, and noted with dismay that 200
party members — including representa–
tives of the Central Committee — had
been among those demanding his lmms–
diate return home.
The Soviet newscast "Yremya" reported on July 11 that the Ukrainian
Supreme Soviet, having received Mr.
lvashko's statement of resignation,

volodymyr lvashko
decided that it would return to the
matter at a later date, once the issue of
state sovereignty is decided.
The question arises why Mr. lvashko
resigned on the obviously false pretext
of "lack of support" just before his
election as Mr. Gorbachev's deputy, in
all likelihood, Mr. lvashko was aware
that Ukraine's parliamentary opposi–
tion would seize on his promotion to
support contentions that party officials
put career ambitions above the interests
of the nation and, hence, should not be
entrusted with the business of state.
During questioning on July 11 of the
nominees for deputy general secretary,
a Congress delegate from Leningrad
queried Mr. lvashko precisely on
whether the party's opponents would
use his resignation against other Com–
munists. Mr. lvashko expressed confi–
dence that a Communist would replace
him as Supreme Soviet chairman,
adding that the party should fight for
every one of its members in the Soviets.
But indeed, opposition leader
Mykhailo Horyn has already accused
the new deputy general secretary of
putting his political career "above the
interests of Ukraine and the Ukrainian
nation," and the accusation is likely to
ring true to many residents of the
republic. News of the leading Rukh
activist's reaction was reported by
Radio Liberty.
Mr. lvashko's public image among
Ukrainians will no doubt suffer simply
by virtue of the fact that he had placed a
high priority on securing for himself the
chairmanship of the new Ukrainian
Supreme Soviet. His nomination for the
post was loudly protested by the radical
deputies grouped into the Democratic
Bloc.
The bloc, which accounts for onequarter of ali parliamentarians, fielded
(Continued on page 3)
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ROUNDTABLE DlSCUSSlON

Szporluk and Tishkov talk
about the national question
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
Roman Szporluk is a professor of
history and director of the Center for
Russian and East European Studies at
the University of Michigan, Уаіегіу
Tishkov is a director of historical
sciences and, since early last year,
director of the institute of Ethnography
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
The roundtable discussion was held
on May 3, in the course of an interna–
tional conference on "The 'National
Question'in the Soviet Union," held at
St. Jerome's College, University of
Waterloo in Ontario, under the spon–
sorship of the Waterloo-Laurier Center
for Soviet Studies. Participating in the
discussion with Drs. Szporluk and
Tishkov was Roman Solchanyk, direc–
tor of Radio Liberty's Program Research and Development Department.
CONCLUSION
Tishkov: in one of my articles, which
І called "We Missed Out on the 20th
Century," 1 was already thinking about
the same kinds of questions from the
point of view of national development.
The Soviet Union missed out on the cen–
tury during which at least two great
superpowers and empires on the Eura–
sian continent collapsed, the Austro–
Hungarian and Ottomon Empires. And
І think that same fate was designed for
the tsarist empire also.
But Lenin's slogans about the right of
nations to self-determination and also
tjie notion, of equality in a.society
without exploitation were quite attrac–
tive to many peasants and workers in
the country — and these ideas worked.
Also, the Red Army used force from the
very beginning, and this should be
remembered. Then, five years later,
there was already a totalitarian regime.
What many of our people should per–
haps realize is that the historical fate
was not realized.
The question now is: What shall we
do? Should we go back to the beginning
of the 20th century? Or should we look
for something else? Now, at the end of
the 20th century, the situation has really
changed dramatically, not only in the
outside world but in the Soviet Union
too. There is a greater mix, the ethnic
borders have become much more un–
certain. it is much more difficult now.
Even in 1917, it was very difficult to set
borders for republics, and now it is
practically impossible. So that is why І
am trying to look for some kind of
modern solution.
Szporluk: May 1 respond to this?
There are two answers to your point.
One of them is that, of course, the
means of transportation have im–
proved, and it is easier to move people
from those places from which they
could not be moved 80 years ago. The
second, more serious point — and І
think that this is very encouraging — is
that the understanding of nationality in
what is now the Soviet Union has
changed.
During the Russian Revolution, one
of the weaknesses of the national
movements was the fact that, even when
they had various liberal, progressive,
and even socialistic slogans, they defined nationhood very ethnically.
Ukrainians, for ЄХІ mple, even when
they were very Leftist, thought that only
Ukrainian-speakers were real Ukrai–
nians.
Now, at the end of the 20th century,
the Ukrainian national movement

accepts Russians, Jews, Poles as in
some sense Ukrainian - namely, as
fully legitimate citizens of Ukraine. And
here 1 would like to express my agree–
ment with Уаіегіу when he stresses the
importance of the civil society as
something that is now more of a reality
than it was then.
Tishkov: The argument for this is the
concrete example of the Soviet Union
now, when the republics are moving
more towards real independence and
sovereignty. They are beginning to talk
less and less about the ethnic state; they
talk about the peoples of Latvia or
independence for the citizens of Lithua–
nia and Estonia. TJjey also umic^tand
that there cannot be a massive reloca–
tion of all these peoples. That is why, for
example, 50 percent of the Russians in
Lithuania are also in favor of indepen–
dence. So we are talking not about
national independence but about the
civil society.
Szporluk: Okay, in that case we have
to ask ourselves why it is that those
Russians in Latvia or Lithuania want to
live in an independent Latvia or Lithua–
nia. And 1 want to go back to an idea
that Dr. Tishkov raised at the beginning
of our convention. He raised the in–
teresting and obviously very important
question: Why is it that in the modern
world, the world of our times, small
countries are suddenly becoming attrac–
tive? it was one of the great beliefs of the
19th century that 4he bigger the
better." We had Lenin, who .was a
typically 19th century figure, saying
that when one must choose between
small and big one must choose big,
because big is better. Therefore, he said,
we support all those centralized states
that are progressive and democratic,
but the bigger the better, in the age of
the railroad and the steam engine, this
was perhaps a sensible idea.
But if we go back again to the
question that Dr. Tishkov touched on,
we have to ask ourselves which kind of
state - large or small - provides better
conditions for individual men and
women to achieve their full humanity?
Perhaps in the times of Bismarck's
Germany one could really develop any
talents that one had more easily in the
united German Reich than in the prin–
cipality of Baden-Baden.
Tishkov: And also the economy,
which was restricted by state borders.
Szporluk: Yes, the market and cus–
toms borders. One could achieve in–
tellectual and economic progress. But
perhaps now, in our time, in some sense
the development of electronics and
computer information eliminates the
need for huge blocs, huge states, huge
central post offices, and so on. One can
really be a full citizen of the world
working in the Netherlands or some
other small country. And perhaps for all
those reasons that matter to individuals
— environment, family and recreation
- and one does not have to pay for
them by giving up intellectual progress,
because one can still be a citizen...
Tishkov: And stho feeding a large
bureaucracy, and the army.
Szporluk: Yes, one no longer has to
have a large bureaucracy or army.
Exactly. So, for ail these reasons, one
can really be a fully participating
member of humanity while being a
citizen of an independent Latvia. That
independent Latvia will have no mili–
tary bases in Cuba, it will not be sub–
sidizing revolutionary regimes in Mo–
(Continued on page 15)
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UAOC returns to Chernivtsi region
NEW YORK - Ukrainian Autoce–
phalous Orthodox faithful held their
first mass in over 50 years in Chernivtsi
province, southwestern Ukraine, on
June 10, in the village of Mamayivka in
the Kitsman district, reported the
Ukrainian Central information Service.
The mass was celebrated by Bishop
Danylo of Chernivtsi and Khotyn, who
was greeted by more than a 1,000
faithful with banners and crosses.
Following the service, the parish
community declared its intention to
transfer its allegiance from the official
Ukrainian Orthodox Church to the
nationally conscious, non-official
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church. The official Church's name was
recently changed from Russian Ortho–

dox Church in Ukraine to Ukrainian
Orthodox Church.
in response to the parish's actions, on
June 14, Bishop Antoniy of the statesanctioned Ukrainian Orthodox Church
in Chernivtsi issued a decree banning
the Rev. Stepan Antonovych, pastor of
the breakaway parish, from performing
religious services, the UC1S noted.
The Rev. Antonovych, however,
declared his intention to continue
conducting his religious duties.
The Ukrainian Autocephalous Or–
thodox Church was destroyed by Stalin
in the 1930s, its faithful were forced into
the sanctioned Russian Orthodox
Church. The UAOC has renewed its
activity in the past five years within the
context of Ukraine's national revival.

Mass grave found near Kharkiv,
site of Polish officers' slaying
WARSAW, Poland - The KGB has
identified a park outside the city of
Kharkiv, Ukraine, as the likely burial
site of 3,900 Polish officers massacred
by the Soviet secret police in 1940,
reported the Associated Press, citing the
Polish news agency PAP.
The victims represent part of the
approximately 15,000 Poles from three
internment camps who were systemati–
cally killed in an operation usually
known as the Katyn Massacre.
More than 4,200 bodies of Polish
officers were discovered at Katyn near
Smolensk in 1943, but the fate of the
rest of the 15,000 missing officers seized
by the Soviet Union in the early days of
World War 11 has remained a mystery.
Soviet officials acknowledged only
this April that the killings were carried
out by" thi^lillliiillalin's secret police

and the predecessor to the KGB. For
decades, successive Soviet governments
maintained that the officers must have
died at the hands of the Nazis, the AP
noted.
The PAP report in the government's
Rzeczpospolita newspaper quoted the
chief of the KGB office in Kharkiv, as
saying Polish soldiers were buried in
Quadrant No. 6 of a wooded park
around the city.
PAP called the site "the second
Katyn" and said it also contained some
Soviet victims of the NKvD. The
officers whose remains were found at
Katyn had been interned at a camp in
Kozielsk, in western Russia.
Still unknown is the final resting
place of 6,200 Polish officers interned at
the third Soviet camp at Ostashkov, a
town 200 miles northwest of Moscow.

Polish party formed in USSR
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
Radio Liberty Research
MUN1CH - The newly formed
Polish Party of Human Rights, which
was founded on May 3 and claims to be
the first Polish party in the Soviet
Union, has come up with an interesting
proposition — i.e., to establish, on the
basis of territories joined to the Soviet
Union as a result of the Molotov–
Ribbentrop Pact, an "East Polish
Republic" as a constituent part of the
USSR.
The first step in the process of
creating the new Soviet republic would
be the formation of Polish autonomous
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oblasts within already existing republics.
The proposal is contained in the
program of the new party, which was
recently published by Nasza Gazeta, the
organ of the Union of Poles in Lithua–
nia, and signed by the party's chairman, Jan Ciechanowicz. The newspaper published the program without
commentary.
The idea of a Polish Soviet republic is
said to have emerged in the context of
opposition to the idea of an indepen–
dent Lithuania within a segment of
Lithuania's Polish population, and goes
considerably beyond the appeal ad–
(Continued on page 3)
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ivashko resigns...
(Continued from page 1)
numerous candidates against Mr.
ivashko, including ex-political pri–
soners Mr. Horyn, vyacheslav Chor–
novil and Levko Lukianenko. None
stood a chance of defeating the Ukrai–
nian party leader in the conservativedominated legislature, but their candi–
dacies allowed them to use the speaker's
podium to call for Ukrainian indepen–
dence and to denounce the Soviet
regime.
in a final dramatic gesture, the
Democratic Bloc boycotted the vote on
June 4 that gave Mr. ivashko the
chairmanship. Still, Mr. ivashko had to
make an important concession to the
public: two weeks later, at the 28th
Congress of the Ukrainian Communist
Party, he stepped down as first secre–
tary.
At this time last year, Mr. ivashko
was second secretary of a party organi–
zation still headed by the late (but not
lamented) Уоіо^ ;myr Shcherbytsky. in
September, Mr. Gorbachev flew to Kiev
to oversee the latter's retirement and
replacement by Mr. ivashko.
That Mr. ivashko has now been given
the honor of becoming the USSR's first
deputy general secretary is proof that
Mr. Gorbachev values his capabilities
and commitment to perestroika, and
Kremlin-watchers will no doubt look at
his nine-month tenure as Ukrainian
party boss to see how those qualities
were demonstrated.
At the outset, Mr. ivashko empha–
sized the consolidation of progressive
forces around the goal of reform. He
made an immediate positive impression
on hard-to-please intellectuals and
activists during the October session of
the old Supreme Soviet, when he urged
that some of Ukraine's well-known
radicals be allowed to address the
assembly.
But Mr. ivashko, like many other
Communist Party officials, was unable
to translate the notion of consolidation

Weary of...
(Continued from page 1)
that's the biggest change in a year."
The miners are demanding that
Prime Minister Nikolai 1. Ryzhkovand
the rest of the Council of Ministers
resign for incompetence, but not Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev, reported
The Times.
in the city of Donetske, 10,000 miners
gathered for a daylong rally on the
central October Square, reported RP1.
Unlike last summer, they exchanged
their dirty work overalls for ordinary
clothes. "We did this to show that we are
striking for the needs of all people," RP1
quoted Mr. Slyvka as saying.
For the first time, national themes
appeared prominently during this latest
strike action by the miners of the
Russified Donbas and Pavlohrad coalfields, reported Radio Liberty. On July
9 miners in one mine in Donetske were
reported to have "raised additional
demands such as quick adoption of
Ukrainian independence and creation
of a Ukrainian Parliament committee to
control the armed forces, police and
KGB."
The Associated Press reported that a
participant in a rally in Donetske had
told the press agency that "his main
demand was Ukrainian independence,"
while Radio Kiev said that miners in
Pavlohrod had raised the issue of
Ukraine's sovereignty at their mass
meeting, wrote RL.
Smaller rallies in support of the strike
were also staged in various factories and
institutions throughout Donetske,
wrote RP1. in neighboring Pavlohrad,
Dnipropetrovske region, almost all the
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into anything concrete. As events from
one end of Ukraine to the other drew
ever closer to the boiling point, the new
party leader seemed to fade into the
background. He was, for instance,
remarkably mute in January and Fe–
bruary during a series of successful
popular uprisings against city and
oblast officials. Mr. ivashko, no doubt,
was intent on breaking the Shcherbytsky
tradition of iron rule, but appeared at a
loss as to what to replace it with.
it is interesting, therefore, that in the
course of his nomination speech yester–
day, Mr. ivashko declared that the
country was in need of some kind of
power — even if that power were harsh.
His recent record in Ukraine was not
especially marked by assertiveness,
although at the same time his relations
with Rukh, the CPSU Democratic
Platform, and other liberal elements
were strained or worse.
At the Ukrainian Communist Party
Congress, the first stage of which began
on June 19 and which will reconvene
after the CPSU Congress, Mr. ivashko's
leadership was openly criticized. Most
of the venom at this ultra-conservative
gathering was directed at Mr. Gorba–
chev, Nikolai Ryzhkov, Aleksandr
Yakovlev, and the entire five years of
perestroika — many of the speakers
would have felt quite comfortable at the
founding congress of the Russian SFSR
Communist Party.
Several orators implied that Mr.
ivashko was perpetrating Gorbachev's
sins in Ukraine and appeared somewhat
relieved that he was voluntarily stepping
down as first secretary. Most of all Mr.
ivashko's critics took him to task for
providing no clear guidance throughout the multitude of political crises and
"extremist" assaults on the party's
authority.
The Ukrainian conservatives have a
point. Mr. ivashko leaves behind a
considerably disoriented and demora–
lized republican Commimist Party
organization. And he leaves behind a
population whose mood teeters on the
explosive.
pits were closed.
Actions in support of the miners were
also held in the Ukrainian capital Kiev,
where several factories supported the
strike, and in western Ukraine, in the
city of Ternopil, where 115 enterprises
took part in the strike; 102 enterprises
held 24-hour strikes, while the others
striked for several hours.
in the town of Kalush, a highly
industrialized area in the ivano-Fran–
kivske region, several factories and a
coal mine also participated in the strike.
Ukrainian coal miners reacted with
cheering and applause when they learned
that the new Ukrainian president,
volodymyr ivashko, resigned his posi–
tion in favor of the No. 2 Communist
Party post in the Soviet Union, report–
ed the AP.
Their joy however was aimed at the
notion of getting rid of the former
Ukrainian Communist Party leader.
"He's a windbag. He doesn't do
anything," said Anatoly Berezhnikov,
one of thousands striking miners, in an
interview with the AP.
"We don't have hope for a party
headed by either Ligachev or ivashko,"
said another disgruntled miner.

Polish party...
(Continued from page 2)
dressed to Soviet leader Mikhail Gor–
bachev concerning the formation of a
Polish National District within the
Lithuanian SSR.
A negative reaction to Mr. Ciechano–
wicz's scheme appeared in another
Polish newspaper in Lithuania, Znad

з
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State Department briefs NGOs
on Central7Eastern Europe, USSR
by irene Jarosewich

bilateral political relations, Bureau of
European and Canadian Affairs at the
State Department, then spoke and gave
partment of State held two special a few insights into the development of
briefings for non-governmental organi– current U.S. policy towards the Soviet
zations on Tuesday, June 26, and Union.
Thursday, June 28. The topic of the
Early in the administration, Presi–
June 26 briefing was Central and dent George Bush called for a govern–
Eastern Europe (CEE); on June 28 it ment-wide policy review of all U.S.
was U.S.-Soviet relations.
policy and positions regarding the
The Ukrainian organizations repre– Soviet Union. The review determined
sented at the two briefings were the that:l) Mr. Gorbachev is an authentic
Ukrainian National Women's League reformer; 2) he and his policies could
of America, the Ukrainian National succeed; and 3) the United States could
information Service, the Ukrainian only effect marginal change.
Catholic Church and Ukraine 2000: The
Mr. Struble stated that though hu–
Washington Committee in Support of man rights violations have decreased
Ukraine.
and "that such institutions as the Uniate
Martha Mautner, deputy director of Church exist de facto," the State De–
the Office of Analysis for the Soviet partment nonetheless is still advocating
Union and Eastern Europe, Bureau of laws acceptable by international stan–
intelligence and Research at the U.S. dards that would give Soviet citizens
State Department, was thefirstto speak and their organizations legal protec–
at the U.S.-Soviet relations briefing.
tion.
A veteran analyst of the Soviet Union
in response to a question about the
and former Soviet-bloc countries, Ms. statue of the U.S. Consulate in Kiev,
Mautner claimed that the switch from Mr. Struble stated that negotiations
almost no information to the recent are still under way with Moscow, in
deluge is one of the most dramatic four to five months, the State Depart–
indicator? of change. Though she was ment plans to have an advance team
not willing tc make a predication about established in Kiev, even though the
the outcome of change in the Soviet issue of the consulate building is unre–
Union, Ms. Mautner stated that Ger– solved.
man economic unity and the 28th
Mr. Struble added that the U.S. has
Congress of the Communist Party of been interested in a Kiev Consulate for
the Soviet Union will be key to shaping many years; plans were delayed because
foreseeable world events.
of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
in Ms. Mautner's opinion, Mikhail the Chornobyl explosion near Kiev and
Gorbachev is unique as a Soviet leader the "bugging" scandal of the new U.S.
because "he is willing to quickly risk Embassy building in Moscow. He conbasic changes" and for the most part has eluded by stating, "it will be important
dropped "ideological blinders." The to keep one eye on Ukraine."
Soviet Union "figured out that it was in
Mr. Struble was then asked, "The
their best interest to reduce interna– State Department openly states that it is
tional tensions," and "it is in the best willing to support whatever Gorbachev
interest of the United States govern– wants, but exactly what is it that
ment to keep the Soviet Union acting Gorbachev wants?" Mr. Struble hesi–
cooperatively in the " international tated for a second and said, "Good
arena."
question. І can't say that we really
According to Ms. Mautner, the role know," but hastened to add that he can
of the United States with regard to the give his personal opinion of what he
changes in the Soviet Union is marginal, thinks Mr. Gorbachev wants.
to provide technical assistance in such
According to Mr. Struble, "Gorba–
areas as the economy and to support
Mr. Gorbachev and his policies of chev is not really a democrat, but he is
willing
to tap into personal initiative to
reform. The Soviet Union is undergoing a "revolutionary evolution," one produce change. The Soviet Union is no
that is peaceful, through parliamentary longer a system of fear." He added that
means, and Ms. Mautner said she Mr. Gorbachev's willingness to elimi–
believes that "the people of the Soviet nate the dominance of the Communist
Union will work it out." Ms. Mautner Party indicates that he is willing to
sidestepped a question from the au– decentralize power but that "Gorbachev
dience on whether the U.S. government is not willing to go as far as the republics
is willing to support a parliamentary want, instead, he will be dragged along."
Earlier in the week, at the June 26
secession of a republic, even if Mr.
Gorbachev is opposed to such an briefing on Central and Eastern Eu–
rope,
Curtis W. Kamman, deputy
action.
assistant secretary of state, Bureau of
Ms. Mautner concluded her remarks European and Canadian Affairs, gave a
with the comment that one of the recent brief overview of the political situation
consequences of the dramatic changes in Central and Eastern Europe. He
in the Soviet Union is that it is more stated that though major change has
difficult to ascertain "who's in charge occurred on the national level in all the
now." Societ ministries are less willing CEE countries, this profound change
to take responsibility and republics has not "trickled down consistently" to
increasingly demand on-site authority. the local levels. This lack of consistency
This in turn complicates U.S.-Soviet adds to the difficulties of a complete
bilateral issues, such as air rights economic and political transition in
treaties.
CEE countries.
J. Curtis Struble, deputy director for
(Continued on page 14)
WASHINGTON -

The

u.s.

De–

Wilii, arguing that this "nationalistic
concept'' would harm Polish-Lithua–
nian relations and that Polish interests
should be defended within the context
of changes currently under way in Li–
thuania. One might add that the re–
sponse from Kiev and Minsk would also
be predictable.
Clearly, given the dissatisfaction with
the existing Soviet federal structure in

most quarters, the notion of creating
another Soviet republic appears to be
out of step with the times, it is, how–
ever, not altogether unique. Earlier this
year it was revealed that in 1972 former
Bulgarian leader Todor Zhivkov and
Leonid Brezhnev concluded an agree–
ment that envisaged the incorporation
of Bulgaria into the Soviet Union in all
but name.
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Home Office bids farewell to retiring John O. Flis

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Ukrai–
nian National Association's Home
Office bid a fond farewell to the outgoing supreme president, John O. Flis,
at an office party in his honor on
Thursday, June 28.
The luncheon was attended by all of
the UNA's employees: workers from the
recording, financial, organizing, sales
and fraternal activities departments;
employees of Svoboda and The
Ukrainian Weekly, including editors,
print shop employees and administra–
tion personnel; as well as employees of
the UNA building, that is, the Ukrai–
nian National Urban Renewal Corp.
They filled the UNA's reception
roomy dining hall to capacity, as spea–
ker after speaker addressed Mr. Flis,
who was leaving his position as supreme
president after 12 years, or three terms,
in that office.
Mr. Flis had decided not to run for reelection at the recent 32nd Convention
of the Ukrainian National Association.
He was succeeded, as of July 1, by
Ulana Diachuk, formerly the UNA's
supreme treasurer.
it was Mrs. Diachuk who led off the
tribute to Mr. Flis, as she cited accom–
plishments during his tenure as supreme
president, including renovations to
Soyuzivka, establishment of the UNA
Washington Office and expansion of
The Ukrainian Weekly, in conclusion
she expressed thanks to Mr. Flis both as
a friend and co-worker.
Supreme Secretary Walter Sochan
focused on the outgoing supreme pre–
sident's amicable and fraternal relationship with all his employees, and told
several anecdotes about life at the UNA
under Supreme President Flis.
Next to speak was the newly elected
supreme treasurer, Alexander Blahitka,
who spoke also on behalf of the em–
ployees of the Ukrainian National
Urban Renewal Corp. Mr. Blahitka
cited especially Mr. Flis's characteristics
as a true leader "who took a stand and
led by example."
Delivering a farewell on behalf of the

New
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Svoboda Ukrainian-language daily in
the absence of the newspaper's editorin-chief, Zenon Snylyk, was Wolo–
dymyr Lewenetz. He commended Mr.
Flis for his great contributions to
Ukrainian community life and noted
that the community will be faced with a
vacuum upon his retirement, especially
now that events in Ukraine have taken
center stage in community life in the
diaspora.
Roma Hadzewycz, editor, noted that
she was speaking on behalf of the
"largest" department, the three-woman
staff of The Ukrainian Weekly. She
thanked Mr. Flis for his patience for
The Weekly's youthful impatience and
exuberance, and expressed special
gratitude to Mr. Flis for it was under his
presidency that all three Weekly editors
were given the opportunity to travel to
Ukraine on news assignments.
Luba Lapychak, head of the Svoboda
Press administration, warmly bid farewell to Mr. Flis, pointing to his ability
to settle all problems with a smile and
with patience.
Stepan Chuma, head of the Svoboda
print shop, thanked the supreme presi–
dent for his understanding and support
during his 12 years in office, and
especially for his keen sense of humor.
Following a champagne toast and the
singing of "Mnohaya Lita," Mr. Flis
took the microphone to express thanks
to all departments for their coopera–
tion, and to wish all the best to the new
UNA Supreme Executive Committee.
He noted that he was sad to leave, but
pledged to continue being active in the
Ukrainian National Association, in his
usual humorous manner he stated:
"Soyuz has not gotten rid of me. І will
continue to work for the UNA."
UNA employees presented several
gifts to Mr. Flis and his wife, Mary,
who also was present at the farewell gettogether. Among them were Ukrainian
kylyms, flowers and a retirement cake,
and from The Weekly, a teddy bear
wearing a bow-tie so characteristic of
the outgoing supreme president.

UNA supreme president

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - UNA Su–
preme President Ulana M. Diachuk
began her first full week as head of this,
the largest and oldest Ukrainian frater–
nal organization in the free world,
meeting and consulting with UNA
department heads.
The Monday morning, July 9, meet–
ing gathered together the supreme
president, Supreme Treasurer Alexan–
der Blahitka, Svoboda editor-in-chief

:;llMarta Kolomayets

Outgoing UNA Supreme President John O. Flis cuts his retirement cake. To his
right are Walter Sochan, Ulana Diachuk, Mary Flis and Alexander Blahitka.

The supreme president accepts a Flis look-alike (a teddy bear in bowtie) from
Roma Hadzewycz, Walter Sochan and Ulana Diachuk look on.

confersrs with department

your Supreme Executive Committee
and with me," she said.
She underlined the fact that each
department chairperson heads his; her
department but does not own it, adding
that the main purpose of this first
meeting was to discuss the importance
of cooperation between the various
departments and the ways and means of
increasing membership in this 70,000strong institution.
Mrs. Diachuk asked each department
head to say a few words about the UNA
and the problems it faces as it ap–
proaches its 100th anniversary. Among
the most pressing problems is how to
improve the image of the Ukrainian
National Association, how to under–
score its role as a leading, commanding
institution for the Ukrainian commu–
nity today.
All department heads emphasized the
fact that the UNA can no longer take a
behind-the-screens approach to matters
that concern Ukrainians both in the
diaspora and in Ukraine.
The department heads agreed that the
Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine can be
utilized not only through the Home
Office, but also on the district com–
mittoe level, it was agreed that a fund
countdown would be published in the
UNA publications.
Another idea that came up during
At the conclusion of a meeting of department heads at the UNA Home Office are:
(seated, from left), Supreme President Ulana Diachuk; Roma Hadzewycz, editor of this first meeting was the possibility of
The Ukrainian Weekly; (standing) Supreme Treasurer Alexander Blahitka; Zenon beginning internship programs at the
Snylyk, editor-in-chief of Svoboda; Eugene iwanciw, director of the UNA UNA Washington Office and at both
UNA publications, thereby investing in
Washington Office; and John A. Flis, manager of Soyuzivka.
Zenon Snlyk, The Ukrainian Weekly
editor-in-chief Roma Hadzewycz, UNA
Washington Office director Eugene
iwanciw and Soyuzivka manager John
A. Flis. (Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan was away on vacation.)
The two-hour meeting began with
Mrs. Diachuk expressing her trust in
the professional people that head the
various departments. "Your effective–
ness depends on your cooperation with

heads
today's Ukrainian youth.
All present at the meeting decided
that it is to the benefit of the UNA to
stress advantages of being a UNA mem
ber, to make contacts with potential
members providing them with informa–
tion packets about the UNA, its in–
surance and fraternal benefits.
Mrs. Diachuk suggested ways to
increase membership, among former
UNA scholarship winners, Soyuzivka
guests, etc. She also suggested that a
resident organizer at Soyuzivka be
present at the resort during summer
months.
Mr. Flis reported that Soyuzivka has
the potential to host more reunions,
weddings and conventions with the
expansion of its facilities. He empha–
sized promoting the UNA through
Soyuzivka and utilizing its facilities not
only in the summer months, but
throughout the year.
(Continued on page 14)

Correction
in a front page story in the July 8
issue of The Ukrainian Weekly an–
nouncing the winners of the 1990-1991
Ukrainian National Association scho–
larship, Andrew M. Dokmanovich was
incorrectly identified as a member of
UNA Branch 59 in New Haven, Conn.
Mr.Dokmanovich, recipient of the
Joseph Wolk Memorial Scholarship in
the amount of 51,500, is a member of
UNA Branch 120 in Aliquippa, Pa.
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Dancers, dance, tennis, etc., open Soyuzivka's 37th summer season
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Soyu–
zh ka, the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion's upstate New York resort in the
Catskili mountains, began its 37th
summer season here during the July 7-8
weekend with its traditional entertain–
ment program, evening dance and
tennis tournament.
in view of the fact that independence
Day, July 4, was on a Wednesday, the
season opening weekend this year was
not a three-day holiday. Nonetheless,
hundreds traveled to the Catskili moun–
tain resort, arriving already on Friday
evening, July 6.
The next day, as Soyuzivka's first
tennis tourney of the season, the Eastern
championships of the Ukrainian Sports
Association of the U.S.A. and Canada,

got under way on the lower courts, the
veselka patio, pool area and volleyball
court became progressively more busy
as more and more guests arrived.
Meanwhile, near the Kiev villa and,
later, in and around the veselka pavi–
lion, pre-schoolers and children age 4-6,
were then participating in the second
annual "Tabir Ptashat," a Ukrainianlanguage day camp organized by the
Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization.
The first week of the camp was attend–
ed by 39 boys and girls; some 35
campers were enrolled for the second
week of activities.
That evening, the season's first concert featured the graceful and athletic
voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
of Philadelphia, whose artistic director

Miss Soyuzivka 1990 Lydia Zaluckyj (left) with Halyna Kolessa, Soyuzivka's
mistress of ceremonies for the summer.
is Andrey Pap. Twenty of the highly big finale, the Hopak. Most of the
trained troupe's 30 members performed dances were choreographed by Mykola
dances from various regions of Ukraine, Zhukovin.
among them the Welcoming Dance,
The -voloshky dancers have been
Stepan Fitsych and Svitlana Kysla perform a number with the Tempo Orchestra "From Kiev to Luben," "Kokhano– invited by the Hromada Association of
during the Saturday evening dance at the Yeselka pavilion.
chka," "Kolomyiky"and, of course, the Lviv to tour Ukraine in 1991 under the
partial sponsorship of the Elektron
Production Association.
(As the voloshky dancers requested
no flash photography during the proin the seniors' group, George Saw– with a score of 6-0, 6-1.
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Dennis
gram,
no photos of the group's perfor–
The tourney was organized by the
Czorny (Carpathian Ski Club-KLK), a chak (Tryzub) won over George Petry–
champion of many tennis tournaments kewycz (KLK) by a score of 6-0, 6-1, Carpathian Ski Club, while the trophies mance accompany this article.)
The mistress of ceremonies that
held here at the Soyuzivka resort, won having eliminated his opponent in the were funded by the Ukrainian Sports
the USCAK-East men's title on Sun- semis, George Hrabec (KLK) with a Club of New York. Awards were pre– evening, as well as throughout Soyu–
day, July 8, in a final match against similar score of 6-0, 6-2. Mr. Petry– sented by Walter Sochan, supreme zivka's summer season, was Halyna
Eugene Olynec (Tryzub). Mr. Czorny kewycz meanwhile, earned his spot in secretary of the Ukrainian National Kolessa of Lviv, granddaughter of the
took the championship in straight sets the finals with a win over Oleh Bo– Association, George Popel, KLK presi– noted Ukrainian composer Mykola
hachevsky (Soyuzivka), 6-4, 7-5.
dent, and Zenon Snylyk of the tourna– Kolessa. Ms. Kolessa is a violist who
6-2, 6-2.
will give a solo concert later in the
ment committee.
in the semifinals held Saturday, July
season.
in the consolation round for players
7, Mr. Czorny defeated 1. Lopata
She was assisted that evening by
The tourney was conducted by a
(Soyuzivka) 6-4, 7-5, while Mr. Olynec from the men's and seniors' groups
took three sets to eliminate Adrian Alexander Olynec (Tryzub) was victo– three-member committee composed of Natalka Olynec, who introduced the
voloshky dancers to the audience in the
rious over Wolodymyr Dziwak (KLK) Messrs. Popel, Sawchak and Snylyk.
Kutko (Tryzub), 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.
English language.
Soyuzivka's emcee-in-residence also
provided information about the
Ukrainian National Association, noting
especially the recent establishment of its
Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine, and its
many fraternal activities as well as
contributions to Ukrainian community
life, including its sponsorship of Soyu–
zivka, the Svoboda Ukrainian-language
daily newspaper, The Ukrainian Weekly
and the veselka children's magazine.
As well, Ms. Kolessa introduced
members of the UNA Supreme As–
sembly who were present at the program: Supreme Secretary Walter So–
chan, Supreme Advisor Walter Kwas,
Supreme Advisor Eugene iwanciw,
who is also director of the UNA Wash–
ington Office, and Supreme Advisor
Roma Hadzewycz, who is editor of The
Ukrainian Weekly. Also introduced
were Zenon Snylyk, editor-in-chief of
Svoboda, John A. Flis manager of
Soyuzivka, and the reigning Miss
Soyuzivka, Lydia Zaluckyj.
Ms. Zaluckyj took the stage to greet
Winners of the Eastern tennis championships of the Ukrainian Sports Association of the U.S.A. and Canada with
tournament directors.
(Continued on page 14)

Czorny captures USCAK-East men's title at Soyuzivka
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Aid to the USSR
At the conclusion of their economic summit, the leaders of the seven most
powerful industrial democracies, the United States, Japan, West Germany,
Britain, France, italy and Canada, resolved "to undertake... a detailed study
of the Soviet economy, to make recommendations for its reform and to
establish the criteria under which Western economic assistance could
effectively support these reforms."
The summit participants noted in their Economic Declaration issued on
July 11 that they "celebrate the renaissance of democracy throughout much of
the world."
More specifically, as regards the USSR, the declaration noted: "We
welcome the efforts under way in the Soviet Union to liberalize and to create a
more open, democratic and pluralistic Soviet society, and to move toward a
market-oriented economy. These measures deserve our support."
However, the statement also declared that further Soviet decisions are
necessary to promote more radical economic reform, to shift resources away
from the military sector and to cut support for nations promoting regional
conflict, and that such steps "will improve the prospect for meaningful and
sustained economic assistance."
What lies behind thefinalwording of the seven countries' declaration is a
compromise on whether the West should provide aid to the Soviet Union.
West Germany said, yes, by all means, provide economic assistance, and it is
prepared to send S3 billion to the USSR over the course of the next few years.
The U.S. argued that this should not be done, citing reasons such as the slow
pace of economic reform in the Soviet Union and the USSR's continued mili–
tary aid to Cuba, and emphasizing that lending money to the USSR at this
point in time would be like throwing it away. Other countries' positions were
somewhere in between, in the end, the seven countries basically agreed to
disagree, adopting the aforementioned statement and called for further study.
Bush administration officials did say the U.S. was willing to send teams of
experts to help rebuild Soviet services such as distribution, communications
and transport, but that they still were opposed to large-scalefinancialaid.
Fourteen Republican and four Democratic senators, meanwhile, had sent a
letter to President Bush on the eve of the summit, urging him "to oppose
Western assistance to the Soviet government, particularly any U.S.
government or taxpayer participation in a major aid package at this time."
The senators noted, "While there has been much discussion in the USSR of
the need for economic reform, the Soviet government has not yet taken the
difficult steps toward genuine and sustained economic change necessary to
lay the foundation for a productive market economy." They further argued
that such aid would be "squandered" by the large, inefficient state
bureaucracy, which "lacks adequate mechanisms for the productive
channeling of assistance" and that "a Western bailout could even be
counterproductive as it would permit Mr. Gorbachev to delay further making
the hard choices, associated with fundamental economic reform."
in view of the continued upheavals in the USSR, the people's crisis of
confidence in the Soviet leadership, expressed through actions such as the
union-wide miners' strike, and the perpetually fluctuating political landscape
(a case in point is volodymyr ivashko, recently former first secretary of the
Communist Party of Ukraine, who now has resigned as chairman of the
Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet and has been elected the No. 2 man in the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union), it is clear that now is not the time for
the United States, or other Western powers to commit huge sums of direct
financial assistance to Moscow. What is here today may be gone tomorrow.
And who, then, will benefit from Western money?
We support Mr. Bush's concerns that Western aid should be properly
targeted to help spur reform in the USSR. And we would add that it should
also be stressed that not all of it should go through Moscow, particularly now
that the USSR's republics are proclaiming their sovereignty and as the
populace is calling for more and more decentralization enabling the people to
assume control of their daily lives.
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LETTERS TO THE ED1TOR

A response
from CCRF

Dear Editor:
We at the office of the Children of
Chornobyl Relief Fund have received
hundreds of letters and phone calls
asking us to continue our humanitarian
efforts and not to succumb to negative
views. We are motivated every day to
press onward in our journey to save the
smallest victims of the world's largest
nuclear tragedy who are suffering many
effects from radiation poisoning, it is
with great sadness that we find that
these children have been denied their
human and God-given spiritual rights
to life by the Communist government.
Four years have passed and over 2
million Ukrainian people still live in
areas that are contaminated by radia–
tion and unfit for life. The greatest
tragedy is that these people know now
the truth of their past, the inevitable
future of their children, and are helpless
with nowhere to go and no one to turn
to.
So we have taken the responsibility
upon ourselves to save the children of
our future and have raised 514 million
worth of medical supplies, which were
sent through the Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund. The CCRF accomplished
the almost impossible task of sending
three airlifts containing medical supplies to Ukraine. Thefirstshipment on
February 14 and the second on May 18
both departed from New York. The
third shipment on June 19 departed
from Oklahoma.
The cost of all three shipments
combined, including aircraft, fuel and
transportation of supplies totalled
598,000. This bill, in its entirety, was
paid solely by the Children of Chor–
nobyl Relief Fund, its members work
on a volunteer basis and absorb all their
own traveling expenses, in addition,
they have made personal contributions
to the fund.
However, we note with great dis–
appointment a commentary which
appeared in The Ukrainian Weekly
dated June 10, titled "Election Reflection" by Zenon Mazurkevich. Mr.
Mazurkevich, through statements that
may be perceived as self-serving and
misinformed, confuses the humanita–
rian efforts of the CCRF with the
equally important but different task of
providing communications tools for
Ukraine, and in the process downgrades the needs of the victims de–
vastated by the world's worst nuclear
disaster. Furthermore, by quoting
remarks made by named and unnamed
persons in Ukraine, and taking them
out of context, he denigrates political
activists in Ukraine who support such
aid to Chornobyl's victims.
Oleksander Oles, the renowned Ukrainian poet, was born
І will not belittle myself by inter–
Oleksander Kandyba on December 4,1878, in Slobuzhan–
preting each of his statements, but 1 will
shchyna and died on July 22, 1944, in Prague.
state only that the entire Ukraine salutes
i^fter completing his schooling in the field of veterinary medicine, Oles first CCRF efforts from the United States
worked as a land surveyor in Kharkiv and then as a veterinarian in Kiev.
and Canada for their humanitarian
His first collection of poems titled "Z Zhurboyu Radist Obnialas" (Joy and work in helping our devastated and
Sorrow in Each Other's Embrace) became immensely popular almost immediately beloved children of Ukraine. Upon
after its publication in 1907 and thus served to launch Oles' literary career.
reading Mr. Mazurkevich's article, two
The turbulence of the revolutionary times in which the poet lived and created is deputies from Ukraine immediately
reflected in the broad range of moods so intimately revealed in his lyrics. The responded with their persoAd rebuttals,
strength to struggle and the belief in victory so evident in his early works becomes
namely volodymyr Yavorivskyand
tempered with the pain of repeated defeat later on; disillusionment follows.
Orest viokh.
Even later, Oles' works are full of the sadness and melancholy which
accompanied the period of emigration.
"At a time that we are laboring with
Despite the differences in emotional tone from poem to poem, all of Oles'works
share an unabashed sincerity, an ease in the flow of words, and a new all our might in order to unite all
melodiousness - a marked departure from the rather severe and heavy poetry that Ukrainian forces in the world in our
struggle for independence, to save our
had previously been so present.
Oleksander Oles died in Prague in 1944. The modernist poet is considered to have children - for they ^re the future of our
been a dominating force in the trend toward revitalizing romanticism in poetry. He nation, the very unwise and unfounded
deserves praise, as well, for his eloquent patriotic appeals and his ability and desire article of Zenon Mazurkevich has
terribly angered me. Rukh never paid
to encourage others to strive for their ideals.
,.

Turning the pages back...
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for any transportation of shipped
material. All was paid by the Children
of Chornobyl Relief Fund in the United
States. The second airlift also was paid
by CCRF and diaspora, information
within the article was probably heard
from anti-Rukh circles. This is a re–
grettable incident at a critical moment
in our history. Let that remain on the
conscience of Zenon Mazurkevich."
volodymyr Yavorivsky
People's Deputy of the USSR
People's Deputy of Ukrainian SSR
Chairman, Chornobyl Committee
of the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet
"The Children of Chornobyl Relief
Fund in diaspora has proven to be a
humanitarian organization and has
contributed to the solidarity of Ukrai–
nian people in the midst of Ukrainian
national tragedy. The transport to
Ukraine of medicine, clothing and
equipment for children evacuated from
the contaminated zone of Chornobyl
has influenced also the consolidation of
people under the auspices of Rukh, and
has enhanced the authority of this
national organization. My sincere
thanks to the Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund for their great humanita–
rian effort."
Orest viokh
Head of Rukh in Lviv
People's Deputy of Ukraine
І urge my fellow Ukrainians in dias–
pora to support all efforts which are
aimed to improve the position of U–
kraine among all free nations of the
world. But we must not forget our
responsibility to our children, for they
are our future. Let me assure you that
the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
is sending the right signals to Ukraine,
to the diaspora, and hopefully to Zenon
Mazurkevich.
Zenon Matkiwsky
First vice-Chairman
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
Short Hills, N.J.

Ukraine's capital:
Kiev or Kyiv
Dear Editor:
І am disturbed that the Russian
transcription "Kiev" for the capital of
Ukraine (Київ) is used in English edi–
tions of Ukrainian publications. True,
the transcription "Kiev" is generally
used, but so is "Lvov." Presently, how–
ever, we use exclusively "Lviv" and it is
hoped that in time this proper transcrip–
tion will be accepted for general use.
Why not introduce the use of "Kyiv"
instead of "Kiev" as the proper English
transcription for Київ?
"Kyiv" has been used on a map with
locations of Ukrainian consular offices
1918-1924 recently published in Svo–
boda and in the book "Ukraine and its
People" by 1. Mirchuk (Ukrainian Free
University Press, Munich 1949). On a
map prepared by v. Kubijovychand M.
Kulyckyj published by the Encyclo–
pedia of Ukraine "Kyjiv" is used.
"Kyiv," however, is preferred.
Taras Durbak
lrvington, N.J.
Editor's note: The Ukrainian Weekly
employs the transliteration "Kiev"used
by the Encyclopedia of Ukraine (edited
by yolodymyr Kubijovyc).
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Beware of Soviets
bearing gifts
Dear Editor:
While the changing political situation
in the USSR has allowed Ukrainians in
the West to provide direct material
assistance to Ukraine in cooperation
with Soviet authorities, it is important
to remember just who it is we are
dealing with, in The Weekly's May 20
story on the ongoing Chornobyl relief
effort, it was interesting to read that
Alexander Boutsko, a counselor to the
Ukrainian Mission, warmly pledged the
Mission's cooperation in the project.
This is the same Alexander Boutsko
who, in the not-to-distant past penned
several venomous and vicious attacks on
"bourgeois nationalists" in the diaspora
in a series of English-language pam–
phlets available in the U.S. They were
part of a propaganda series that in–
cluded rabid and inaccurate attacks on
the Ukrainian Catholic Church, brand–
ed nationalists as "Hitlerite" lackeys,
and fueled anti-Ukrainianism by harping
on alleged collaboration with the Nazis.
Now we are to assume that Mr. Boutsko
is a new-thinking reformer who has
seen the folly of his ways and is eagerly
working with the very groups he once so
enthusiastically defamed.
Of course, we recognize that the new
political climate in the Soviet Union has
led many to change their line, and
doubtlessly some of the converts to
glasnost and perestroika are sincere.
And clearly it can be argued that the
exigencies of the Chornobyl tragedy
mandate that we take advantage of all
possible avenues to provide needed
assistance. Yet, we should keep in mind
that careerist apparatchiks in plum
positions often blow with the prevail–
ing wind. And if the growing nationa–
list and separatist sentiment in Ukraine
eventually leads to a showdown with
Moscow, it will be interesting to see on
which side of the barricade Mr. Boutsko
and others like him will stand.
George Zarycky
New York

Earth Day:
missed chance
Dear Editor:
For months and months our Ameri–
can media was saturated with hype of
Earth Day celebrations. The sincerity of
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Faces and Places
this hype is questionable. While con–
cerns about our polluted environment,
the destruction of Amazon rain forests,
American Cyanamide plant explosion
in South Africa and many more ecolo–
gical ills are legitimate and praiseworthy — civilization's most shattering
nuclear devastation of Chornobyl, with
its tragic consequences for Ukraine's
population and her natural environ–
ment, was practically ignored.
We, as a community failed on our
own as well. With the fourth anniver–
sary of Chornobyl, so conveniently co–
inciding with Earth Day, observances
should have exploited this "free"oppor–
tunity to publicize this terrible nuclear
disaster. Chornobyl posters, with pic–
tures of radiation-afflicted children,
well-prepared fact sheets, a couple of
people in each location was all that was
needed, in small towns or big, across
America, across the world, was our
chance.
Unfortunately, as is customary in our
community, everything has to emanate
from "nashi orhanizatsiyi" (our organi–
zations). Where were they — all of
them? We waited and missed again.
it is time for us Ukrainians to realize
the effectiveness of American-style
grass-roots activities and adapt this
method to our own needs of getting our
message across to widest possible circles
of general, non-Ukrainian public.
Let's finally wake up and learn to
utilize every public vehicle of mass
information, populous gatherings,
town festivals, writing to local press,
etc. to our own benefit.
Skipping a few concerts and ban–
quets, but focusing our energies on an
all out information effort to raise
world's public awareness and understanding of Ukraine and Eastern
Europe's ecological as well as political
problems should be of great assistance
to our struggling countrymen.
M. Jowyk
Ridgefield, Conn.

VJV
The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should be typed
(double-spaced) and signed; they must
be originals, not photocopies. The daytime phone number and address of the
letter-writer must be given for verifica–
tion purposes. Anonymous letters or
letters signed by fictitious persons will
not be published. Please keep letters
concise and to the point.

For the record

WCFU on Demjanjuk case
Following are excerpts of remarks of unqualified documents and wit–
by Yasyl Weryha, general secretary nesses supplied by the Soviet regime,
of the World Congress of Free Ukrai–the greatest perpetrator of violations
nians, delivered at a recent dinner against human rights and human
meeting with U.S. Rep. James Trafi– decency.
cant (D-Ohio) in Toronto at the
The WCFU is against the exten–
Ukrainian Cultural Center.
sioh oi" guilt 61 one 6т of a tew
the speech, delivered in both the persons upon all ethnic groups or
Ukrainian and English languages, entire nations as it was in the case of
expressed the WCFU's position on John Demjanjuk in which the whole
the continuing case of John Demjan– Ukrainian nation was presented as
juk, who has appealed his conviction anti-Semites and active participants
and death sentence for Nazi war in the Holocaust.
crimes to lsraelfs Supreme Court.
For seven decades the West did not
want to believe our testimonies about
...The World Congress of Free the crimes perpetrated by the Soviet
Ukrainians is all in favor of trials of Russian regime on all Soviet citizens,
war criminals, but regardless of their and most of all on the Ukrainian
national origin, religious beliefs or nation. Glasnost and perestroika has
political ideologies they subscribe to. permitted the enslaved Soviet na–
But the WCFU is all against the use
(Continued on page .14)

by Myron B. Kuropas

Between two worlds
Born in Alberta, the son of a Ukrai–
nian coal miner, he moved to Ukraine
with his mother at the age of 12.
They lived with his father's brother, a
lawyer and a Ukrainian Catholic priest
in the village of Tatariv in the Car–
pathian mountains.
Tutored by a governess who was also
a Ukrainian nationalist, he perfected his
Ukrainian and learned to speak fluent
Polish and German.
Later, he attended the Ukrainian
gymnasium in Stanyslaviv where,
during his third year, he was inducted
into the Organization of Ukrainian
Nationalists (OUN), an underground
organization.
As a member of OUN he served as a
courier and helped smuggle OUN lea–
ders into Carpatho-Ukraine after the
republic declared its independence.
His father joined his mother in
western Ukraine but his parents returned to Canada in the summer of
1939. He remained behind to complete
his education and was caught in Poland
when the second world war broke out.
Questioned by the NKvD soon after
the Soviets occupied western Ukraine,
he was released and allowed to continue
his studies. He remained an active
member of OUN.
Soon after being questioned by the
NKvD a second time, he decided to
return to Canada. Traveling across
Siberia to viadivostok, he talked his
way onto a ship bound for Tsugaru,
Japan.
From Japan he eventually returned
to Canada where he joined the Ukrai–
nian National Federation (UNF), the
OUN affiliate. Later he succeeded Paul
Yuzyk as president of the Ukrainian
National Youth Federation (UNYF),
known in Ukrainian as "Molodi U–
krainski Natsionalisty" (MUN).
in 1944, he was hired by the Cana–
dian Department of National War
Services as a translator.
When the war ended, he was sent to
England to work for British intelli–
gence.
A novel of international intrique by
Robert Ludlum?
Another spy thriller by Frederick
Forsythe?
No, this is not fiction. The story is
part of the memoirs of Stanley Frolick
titled "Between Two Worlds." Edited
by Lubomyr Y. Luciuk and Marco
Carynnyk, and published by The Multicultural History Society of Ontario
(1990), it is a fascinating, true account
of a person who lived an incredibly
interesting and productive life.
Ukrainians born in the United States
and Canada should be able to relate to
the problems Stanley faced when he
attempted to reconcile the values of his
two worlds.
He called himself "Stanley," for
example, because so few Canadians
could pronounce "Sviatoslav," his given
name.
He was disillusioned by the machina–
tions of the OUN network in Canada. A
supporter of UHvR and UPA, Mr.
Frolick attempted to convince the UNF
executive, which was sympathetic to the
"Melnykivtsi" (OUN-M), to adopt a
less hostile posture towards these two
OUN-B controlled organizations. Rebuffed, he. founded Homin Ukrainy
(Ukrainian Echo), a pro-OUN newspaper. A year later, he helped establish
Liga Yyzvolennia Ukrainy (League for

the Liberation of Ukraine, LLU). Both
organizations quickly came under the
total domination of the "Banderites"
(OUN-B).
Mr. Frolick broke with the Bande–
rites in 1952. The trouble began when
the OUN(B) leadership in Munich
decided that in addition to LLU, there
had to be a parallel, shadow organiza–
tion of OUN(B) loyaltists. Try as he
might, Mr. Frolick could not convince
Stepan Bandera and his followers that
such a conspiratorial organization was
unnecessary in Canada. Having never
lived in Canada, writes Mr. Frolick,
"Bandera and the other leaders in
Munich could not understand the
conditions here. They had lived with
their organizational structure for so
long that it had become a ritual, an
inseparable part of their ideology, in
Ukraine they had developed a tight
chain of command, which was ulti–
mately responsible first to a collegium
and then, under Bandera, to one man. І
found the constant need to report up the
chain of command hard to take, if a
person is appointed to do a job, let him
do it. Why send him directives when you
don't know the conditions that he's
working in. How can you maintain dayto-day control over an organization
from Munich?"
But the Melnykites were no better,
Mr. Frolick argues, especially when
they took over the UNF., Under the
direction of their own shadow organiza–
tion OUN(M) purged UNF of such
venerable pre-war leaders as volo–
dymyr Kossar, who also served as a
UNA controller, and Paul Yuzyk, who
was later a Canadian senator and a
UNA Canadian director.
І enjoyed reading "Between Two
Worlds," because it refreshed my his–
torical memory and filled in many gaps.
І learned, for example, about the role
played by Ukrainian Canadian military
personnel stationed in England after the
war in protecting the rights of Ukrai–
nian displaced persons. They helped
organize the Central Ukrainian Relief
Bureau (CURB) and were among the
first Ukrainians from North America to
visit the DP camps.
Mr. Frolick was also instrumental in
spiriting OUN ideologue Dmytro
Dontsov out of France to England, then
to the United States - where he was
assisted by OUN activist and UNA
Supreme Advisor Eugene Lachowitch
— and finally to Canada.
Throughout his memoirs Mr. Frolick
tries to maintain balance and objec–
tivity but he calls people and events as he
saw them. Some Ukrainian leaders are
called "sneaky," "underhanded" and
lacking in "integrity, honesty and
character."
Although Mr. Frolick laments the
fact that Ukrainians are "unable to tap
the talents" of "able people" arid look
upon community criticism, even con–
structive criticism, as an act of betrayal,
he is upbeat in his review of his life.
Extraordinarily active in Canadian poli–
tics - a lawyer, he ran in three elec–
tions, two federal, one provincial - Mr.
Frolick was a man of many gifts and
followed many interests. "1 am happy І
succeeded in most my endeavors," he
concludes.
Stanley Frolick's memoirs are a must
read for all those interested in Ukrai–
nian nationalist history and its reflec–
tions on Canadian soil.
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33": a young director's requiem to the victims of the famine

by Marta Kolomayets
Where has that life gone? And what has become of
all that awful torment and torture? Can it really be that
no one will ever answer for everything that happened?
That it will all be forgotten without even any words to
commemorate it? That the grass will grow over it? - vasily Grossman
NEW YORK - The grass has indeed covered the
graves of the victims of the unknown holocaust, the
famine of 1933 that killed more than 7 million people
throughout eastern Ukraine. And for nearly 70 years
this crime against humanity has remained a blank spot
on the pages of Soviet Ukrainian history books.
Only three years ago did the Soviet Ukrainian
historian Stanislav Kulchytsky first officially mention
the results of Stalin's forced collectivization and only
earlier this year did the Central Committee of the
Communist Farty of Ukraine issue a resolution
officially admitting th^t the famine was caused by the
seizure of crops.
This September, thefirstinternational conference on
the 1930s famine will be held in Kiev and scholars from
both Ukraine and the West will have the opportunity
to better acquaint themselves with archives and
accounts of the tragic genocide that aimed to destroy
Ukrainian nationalism among the populace.
For Ukrainians in the West, the memory of the
famine has been immortalized in such books as Robert
Conquest's "The Harvest of Sorrow," Miron Dolot's
"Execution by Hunger," and eyewitness accounts
published in "Black Deeds of the Kremlin: A White
Book." The highly successful documentary film,
"Harvest of Despair," by Slavko Nowytski saw air
time on various PBS affiliates and educated Ameri–
cans about the great famine.
Currently, the case of Walter Duranty, Pulitzer
Prize-winning Moscow bureau chief for The New
York Times in the 1930s, is making headlines as the
public discovers that Mr. Duranty was guilty of the
greatest cover-up of the 20th century, reporting that all
was well in the Soviet Union in the 1930s.
Yet in Ukraine the famine is only now being
explored; only now the children of the famine for indeed those who are alive today were youngsters
during those tragic years — are able to commemorate
the event that ripped apart their families, their lives.
"Hryhoriy Skovoroda, the Ukrainian philosopher
said: A people who do not know their past are destined
to repeat it,'" Oles Yanchuk, a young and talented film
director from Kiev said during a recent visit to New
York.
"This is why 1 have gotten involved in the film,
'Holod — 33.' "The feature film is the story of a boy
and his family, the story of a boy's struggle to survive
under Stalin's collectivization program amidst a
raging famine. "My intuition told me 1 must make the
film. "No such tragedy can befall the Ukrainian nation
again," he said.
The director's 1989 debutfilmtitled "U Daleku Put"

Director Oles Yanchuk during a recent visit to The
Weekly editorial offices.

l f a m a D'Avignon

Oles Yanchuk and vasy! Barka discuss scenes from "The Yellow Prince," in Mr. Barka's study in Glen Spey,
N.Y.
(in English, it was called "Taking Off) caught the its impact, and this could only be done using Western
attention of Yuri illienko, one of Ukraine's most technology, Kodak film and Dolby sound," reported
prominent directors and recent winner of the interna– Mr. Yanchuk. He estimates that close to S250,000 will
tional Critics Prize at Cannes for his newfilm,"Swan be needed to see his ideas come to fruition. According
Lake. The Zone."
to preliminary figures, the film itself will cost S50,000,
Mr. illienko asked Mr. Yanchuk to join the Zemlia a camera will run about the same and the tracks, done
Creative Unit at Dovzhenko Studios, a group that in Dolby Stereo sound, will cost about Si 50,000. All of
specializes in feature films based on Ukrainian these costs are needed in hard currency. (The nonsubjects. Honored to work in the same group as convertible ruble cannot purchase Western techno–
Leonid Osyka, whose credits include "Zakhar logy.)
Berkut" and "Kamianiy Khrest," Mr. Yanchuk
Currently this financial part of the project is still a
enthusiastically accepted and was given a choice of dream. Mr. Yanchuk, recently spent seven weeks in
scripts to work with. He had originally planned to the United States, on the initiative of Dr. James Mace,
work on the stories of volodymyr vynnychenko, but staff director of the U.S. Commission on the Ukraine
the Ukrainian playwright Serhiy Diachenko had just Famine, who is a consultant to thefilm.On the invita–
completed a famine story as seen through the eyes of a tion of the Harvard Ukrainian Research institute, he
child, which sent chills down Mr. Yanchuk's spine.
spent time at Harvard and in Washington researching
"As soon as 1 read the scenario, Ї knew this was a the famine to fill in blank spots for his screenplay.
film that had to be made," said Mr. Yanchuk, a Mr. Yanchuk has not been successful, however, in
graduate of the Kiev Theatrical institute, the Kar– raising the necessary funds, although such organiza–
penko-Kary department, "it is our long-awaited tions as the Ukrainian National Association and the
Ukrainian National Credit Union Association have
requiem to honor the victims of 1933."
"1 also knew that this would be a golden opportunity expressed an interest in thefilm,thefirstfeature about
and an honor for me, a director who has but his debut the famine.
During his stay in the West,Mr. Yanchuk also had
film behind him and experience as an assistant director
for five years, to work on such a visual project which the opportunity to travel to Hollywood, where he
became acquainted with the glitsy world of the multihas so many possibilities."
it was immediately decided that state funds would million-dollar, big-budget, big-name feature, yet
not be used to film this memorial feature film, "it found little support for his ideas among Americans.
would be an absurd gesture to take money from the However, he also had meetings with several Ukrainians
same government that caused this holocaust on in the film industry and a number of Ukrainian
American businessmen, among them Levko Kasper–
Ukrainian lands," explained Mr. Yanchuk.
Thus, as soon as this project began, in August 1989, sky, who loaned Mr. Yanchuk money to buy a fraction
the director and the playwright began advertising this of the Kodak film he needs to begin work this
project in the republic's newspapers, radio and September. Mr. Yanchuk said he found the Ukrainian
television, printing excerpts from the screenplay and American community responsive to his ideas.
However, perhaps the meeting which is etched in
explaining that this project was intended to be a
memorial for the people who suffered because of the Mr. Yanchuk's mind is that with Yasyl Barka, the
man-made famine. "We issued an appeal asking those Ukrainian emigre poet and writer, whose book about
whose hearts ache, asking those whose families had the famine, "The Yellow Prince" (Zhovtyi Kniaz) has
suffered, asking those who want the truth to be known become the classic novel about the famine.
Together with Ukrainian American photographer
to send one karbovanets, one ruble, the cost of a
Tania D'Avignon, who works closely as a set photo–
candle in memory of the victims of the famine."
Within six months, the Zemlia Creative Unit had grapher for thefilm,"Holod — 33," Mr: Yanchuk met
collected 1.3 million karbovantsi from people with Mr. Barka for hours, discussing the possibilities
throughout Ukraine. "They sent three, five, even of incorporating this story into Mr. Diachenko's
hundreds of karbovantsi to the fund. With the money scenario.
it was at the suggestion of Les Taniuk, a deputy to
often came letters of support, came eyewitness
accounts of the tragedy." The money came from indi– the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR, the
viduals as well as organizations and cooperatives. chairman of Memorial and former director of the
Although funds came from eastern Ukraine, Mr. Moscow Art Theater, that Mr. Yanchuk became
Yanchuk added that the greatest number of donations interested in Mr. Barka's "The Yellow Prince."
came from western oblasts.
After his meeting with the Ukrainian poet, he has
With such a fantastic and immediate response, Mr. indeed decided to intertwine Mr. Diachenko's
Yanchuk became even more acutely aware of the need scenario with Mr. Barka's work. Mr. Barka has given
for this film to be made. He also realized that an event his blessing to the project and hopes to see the work
of such magnitude could not be intended solely for completed soon.
At present, Mr. Yanchuk is working on the screenaudiences in Ukraine. "1 began feeling that although it
is our responsibility to the people of Ukraine to make play; tentative filming will begin this August or
this movie, its message extends beyond the geographi– September and the production, with the storyline
extending through all four seasons, should be
cal boundaries of Ukraine."
(Continued on page 12)
"We wanted the technical quality of thefilmto equal
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The making of "Swan Lake. The Zone": first Ukrainian film to win at Cannes
by Marta Kolomayets
NEW YORK - As soon as the
itinerant virko Baley read through Yuri
illienko's artistic treatment of "Swan
Lake. The Zone," based on a story by
Sergei Paradjanov, he knew he had a
winner on his hands.
But it was beyond his wildest dreams
that the film would win the prestigious
international Critics Prize (F1PRESC1)
which it was awarded at the 1990
Cannes Film Festival held this spring,
marking the first time„a Ukrainian film
achieved such an honor.
Close to three years have elapsed
since Mr. Baley, the noted composer
and conductor of the Las vegas Sym–
phony, who dabbles in all art forms
both in the Soviet Union and the United
States, first came into contact with Mr.
Hlienko, the prominent Ukrainian film
director, whose credits include "A
Spring for the Thirsty," and "A White
Bird with a Black Spot."
After viewing Mr. illienko's work in
1987 Mr. Baley knew he was dealing
with what he classifies as "a world-class
talent." With the joy of that discovery
he was also overtaken by another
emotion: anger — anger that such an
international talent had been stifled by
the Soviet regime for over 20 years.
Messrs. Baley and Hlienko soon
discovered an instant camaraderie —
both personally and artistically. Mr.
Baley found a Western forum for Mr.
illienko's films and they saw the stage of
the San Francisco Film Festival in 1988,
and have continued to be shown in the
West.
Thus, when Mr. Hlienko showed the
Ukrainian American his newest project,
the reaction was immediate and tre–
mendous. "Right away 1 recognized
something which was ideal for film,"
Mr. Baley recalls.
The story, "Swan Lake. The Zone,"
is about a man who escapes from a
notorious prison located in Ukraine
three days before the end of his sen–
tence. (The scenes were filmed on
location in voloshyilovhrad, now once
again called Luhanske).
He finds refuge in a huge hammer and
sickle monument, where he is dis–
covered by a woman; the two fall in
love. The woman's son also uses the
monument as his second home, artd as
he becomes jealous of his mother's
affections for the escaped prisoner, he
betrays the stranger, who is captured
and returned to prison.
The story becomes an even greater
psychological drama as the man hopes
to end his life by drinking a can of
varnish. He is pronounced dead, but at
the morgue, the doctor discovers that he
is still alive and what he needs is a blood
transfusion. The prison guard who is to
escort the man back to prison offers a
transfusion, but then faints from lack of
blood. The roles are reversed as the
prisoner helps the guard back into the
Zone. Upon return to the prison, the
stranger turns himself in.
The prison elite is now hostile toward
the man because he broke an unwritten
code by receiving blood from a prison
guard, symbolically becoming his bro–
ther. The prisoner is told that to redeem
himself he must spit in the face of the
guard who gave him blood and accept
the consequences; five more years in
prison. Refusing to comply, the pri–
soner commits suicide.
"The metaphor for the film is not
literary, as often is true of film, when
you have to find a visual analog, but
essentially, the metaphor is physical, it
is a cinematic idea, a visual story," Mr.
Baley pointed out. very little dialogue is
used throughout the film, he remarked.

Also, it works because it is a universal
story, not unlike the Biblical parable of
the prodigal son, dealing with the
universal theme of modern man's
alienation from his surroundings.
Enthralled by the story, Mr. Baley
then began his mission: looking for
funding in the West.
He approached members of the
Ukrainian American community, but
soon found that although everybody
was interested, there was a tremendous
amount of caution expressed by those
he spoke with. Finally, he was intro–
duced to a man he has referred to as a
hero — My kola Moros of Kobza international Corp., and video Ukraine, inc.
who after a five-minute discussion with
Mr. Baley was sold on the idea. "He was
willing to make a commitment and take
a chance," said Mr. Baley.
During the initial process of collect–
ing funds Mr. Baley quickly learned
that most people are reluctant to step
into something with which they have no
experience. "Ukrainians, as a rule are
not very good, are inexperienced in the
idea of making arts marketable. І don't
think they view the arts as a venture and
this venture capitalism scares people to
death," he remarked.
Finally, confident that he had a
backer to work with, Mr. Baley called
Mr. Hlienko in Kiev and told him to
start the cameras rolling.
The independent production then
turned into a kind of mini-United Na–
tions with executive producers Mr.
Moros from Canada, Boris Bilostotsky,
and Robert Gardine of Sweden, who
bought the rights to the film from
Goskino.
Serving as producers were Messrs.
Baley and Hlienko, as well as Swea Sov
Consult of Sweden and Dovzhenko
Film Studio in Ukraine. The music was
also composed by Mr. Baley.
The finances were just the first set of
problems encountered by the pro–
ducers. The director was able to use
Western technology, including Kodak
film and Dolby sound. After the loca–
tion shots were done, Mr. Baley ob–
served that the post-production had to
be done in the West in order to maintain the quality of the film. A ; film
house in Toronto was chosen, proving
to be economically feasible while still
keeping the quality high.
With the screenplay written by
Messrs. Hlienko and Paradjanov, in
Ukrainian, and Mr. Hlienko designated
as the director of cinematography and
director of the film, backing from the
West was the component necessary to
produce a film of great magnitude and
vision, possible only with Western
(Continued on page 12)

Producer and composer virko Baley.

victor Solovyov, the prisoner in "Swan Lake, The Zone."

The hammer and sickle monument serves as refuge for the prisoner and the boy in
the film "Swan Lake. The Zone."

Pylyp Hlienko, the real-life son of director Yuri Hlienko, plays the son who betrays
the prisoner in "Swan Lake. The Zone."

Producer, director, director of cinematography and screenwriter Yuri
Hlienko.
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Marenych Trio releases cassettes
MONTREAL - in a time when
changes are occurring rapidly in
Ukraine, and having a profound effect
on artists and composers, the wellknown Marenych Trio had an oppor–
tunity to tour North America and share
their musical ideas with audiences.
As a result, two new fine releases by the popular Marenych Trio
are now available. They were recorded
during their recent concert tour of
Canada (March-April). The Ma–
renych Trio, from the famous city of
Lutske in the volyn region of Ukraine,
has been performing professionally for
17 years. Until now, only one official
recording has been released of the trio, a
record in 1980. Now, two new cassette
recordings are available, with new
material which has just been recorded in
Canada.
The new recordings contain songs
performed for the first time by the
Marenych Trio, as well as songs which
have been forbidden in Ukraine in the
past. Their music is wide in scope, and
not limited to any particular style or
region. These recordings consist of
traditional Ukrainian folk songs, as well
as songs by contemporary Ukrainian
poets and composers sung in the wellknown lyrical Marenych style.
M a r e n y c h Trio — v o l u m e 1
(5MAR101) contains the following
songs: "Nichenka tsyhanka,""Staryi
Skrypal," "Skryplyvi voritechka,"
"Chornobylski Sela," "Kari Ochi,
Chorni Brovy," "Oy na Hori Dva
Dubky," "Try Dorohy,""Hylia, Hylia
Husy," "У Kintsi Hrebli Shumliat"
"УегЬу," "Mama Maria," "Striletska,"
"Sered vichnykh Stepiv,""Naletily
Zhuravli."
Marenych Trio - v o l u m e 2
(5MAR102) features: "Bilia Ganku
Myloyi,""Taka Yiyi Dolia,""vNediliu
Poranenko," "vorozhka," "ishov Ko–
zak," "vyyizd na Chuzhynu,""vitry
Shumliat," "Skryplyvi voritechka,"
"Mama Maria," "Oi u Poli Kalyna,"
"Kotyky verbovi."
in addition, a solo recording has been
released by valeriy Marenych, founder
of the popular Marenych Trio.
The new recording consists of solo
numbers arranged by Mr. Marenych
and performed during the Marenych
tour, in this premiere album, he in–
cludes a number of contemporary and
newly composed songs which have been
recorded for the very first time. Mr.

The Ukrainian Weekly
read it and share it
HURYN MEMORlALS
FOR THE FINEST 1N CUSTOM MADE
MEMORIALS INSTALLED IN ALL CEME–
TERIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA
of New York including Holy Spirit in
Hiimptonburgh, NY:. St. Andrews in South
Bound Brook, Pine Bush Cemetery 'in
Kerhonkson and Glen Spey Cemetery
in Glen Spey, New York
We offer personal service 8 guidance in your
home. For a bilingual representatives call
1WAN HURYN
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, NY. 10916
Tel.: (914) 427-2684
BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
New .York, NY. 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-6523

Pianist Rudnytsky performs on CD
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio - A new
compact disc recording featuring internationally known concert pianist
Roman Rudnytsky has just been released and is now available.
Called "Pianistic Portraits," the CD
is the first recording to be released as
part of the "Dana Recording Project" of
Youngstown State University in Ohio.
This project has as one of its goals the
recording of previously unrecorded or
seldom-recorded compositions.
The CD contains seven works, it
leads off with the variations on a
Simple Theme, Op. 38 by Ukrainian
composer Antin Rudnytsky, the pia–
nist's father. Following that is Sonata,
No. 1 (1943), in three movements, by
American composer Louise Talma;
then "Night Thoughts І Р (1969) by
Robert Rollin, who also teaches cornposition at Youngstown State Univer–
sity.
Rounding out the compact disc are
two Rachmaninoff preludes and the
two Legends by Franz Liszt, titled "St.
Francis of Assisi Preaching to the
Birds" and "St. Francis of Paul Walk–
ing on the Waves."
Roman Rudnytsky's activities as a
concert pianist are worldwide since
many years and to date he has played in
over 45 countries. During 1989-1990,
his tours included Southeast Asia and
Britain (three separate tours). During
the summer, he will give recitals on the
Caribbean island of St. Kitts, Fiji and

New Zealand, in September he will
perform in Brazil.
He is a member of the piano faculty of
the Dana School of Music of Youngstown State University since 1972. in
May, he was given that university's
highest award, the "Distinguished
Professor Award," in recognition of his
longtime international performing
activities. He has previously made
record albums in the U.S., Poland and
Australia.
Mr. Rudnytsky's CD "Pianistic Por–
traits" is available for Si2.95 plus Si.50
shipping and handling (Ohio residents
add 5 percent sales tax) through the
following address: Office of the Direc–
tor, Dana School of Music, Youngstown State University, Youngstown,
Ohio 44555.

A two-volume Ukrainian songbook

Marenych sings in a lyrical, bass voice,
accompanying himself on the acoustic
guitar and harmonica.
valeriy Marenych (5MAR103) contains the following songs: "Ocheret
Meni Buv za Kolysku," "Rushaly
Khloptsi," "vyshyi Kokhana Soro–
chku," "O Soloviyu," "Duma pro
Berestechkove Pole," "Так Zavzhdy u
Nas Bulo,""Kazhut Liubov ne vichna,"
"У Mene vkrala Spokiy,""Prychepyvs
vedmid do Zaytsia," "Pisnia Hutsul–
skykh Patriotiv," "Zhuravli."
These cassettes may be purchased in
Ukrainian stores or ordered by phone,
mail or fax from the Yevshan Corp., at
the cost of S8.98 (U.S.) or S10.98
(Canadian) for each tape plus S2.50 for
postage and handling. For additional
information, write to or call: Yevshan
Corp.vBox 325, Beaconsfield, Quebec
H9W 5T8; (514) 630-9858; fax (514)
630^9960.
S1NCE 1928

SENKO FUNERAL HOMES
New York's only Ukrainian family owned A
operated funeral homes
^ Traditional Ukrainian services personally
conducted
і Funerals arranged throughout Bklyn, Bronx,
New York, Queens, Long island, etc.
v Holy Spirit, St. Andrews Cem. ft all others
international shipping
^ Pre-need arrangements
Senko Funeral Home
83-15 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, NY. 11432
718-657-1793
Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home
213 Bedford Ave. 89 Peninsula Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
1-718-388-4416
1-516-481-7460
24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK

iRymGTON, N.J. - The Metelyk
Publisliif-ІШЧеге has released two
volumes of a songbook, featuring notes
and lyrics to the most popular Ukrai–
nian songs.
The Ukrainian-language books,
titled "Spivaymo Razom" (Let's Sing
Together), have been compiled і by
Michael Koziupa, a musician who has
been with the Ukrainian orchestra
Tempo since 1979.
Each volume of the songbook fea–
tures 50 songs, ranging from beloved
folk songs to contemporary ballads by
such famed composers as the late
volodymyr ivasiuk. Also included are
songs of the Kozaks, the Ukrainian Sich
Riflemen, and songs to works by U–
kraine's greatest poet, Taras Shev–
chenko.
Mr. Koziupa was born in 1951 and
since his youth has been involved in
Ukrainian community life. He is a
graduate of St. John the Baptist Ukrai–
nian Catholic School and the School of
Ukrainian Studies in Newark, N.J., and
continues to be an active member of the
Ukrainian American Youth Associa–
tion(SUM-A).
He majored in history and music at
Rutgers University. He was conductor
and music arranger for the Yevshan
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Zillia vocal ensemble's musicians, as
well as for the dances choreographed by
Roman Strockyj.
Mr. Koziupa, who plays the accor–
dion and keyboards, has been affiliated
with a number of bands and orchestras,
among them Dnipro, Creation, A Brass
Affair, Yevshan and, most recently,
Tempo.
in the foreword to "Spivaymo Ra–
zom," Mr. Koziupa writes of his love for
Ukrainian culture, and above all for
Ukrainian songs — a love that was
deepened by his visit two years ago to
Ukraine.
"Ukrainian music, Ukrainian songs
-are the Ukrainian soul," he notes,
adding that he hopes his two-volume
compilation of songs will encourage
others to sing and to remember Ukrai–
nian songs and thus maintain their
Ukrainianism.
"Spivaymo Razom" may be ordered
by mail from: Metelyk Publishing Co.
inc., 1094 Sanford Ave., irvington, N.J.
07111. The price is Si5 per volume; or
525 for both. Please add 52 postage for
each book.
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CONCERT REviEW: Edmonton's
"Rendezvous in Kiev"
by Andrij Hornjatkevyc
it seemed that there was no one in the
Edmonton Ukrainian community who
did not know about the concert "Ren–
dezvous in Kiev." Ukrainian and nonUkrainian institutions and establish–
ments had posters, the press was replete
with articles about the composers and
their works or about the performers,
there were interviews on the radio, and
volunteers from the Dnipro Chorus
telemarketed the tickets.
Anyone even slightly interested in
music had to know about the concert
that the Dnipro Chorus was giving in
the Northern Alberta Jubilee Audito–
rium on June 9.
The well-chosen program featured
orchestral, solo vocal and choral music.
The Edmonton Symphony Orchestra,
Gisela Tsypola, soloist of the Kiev State
Opera and Ballet Theatre, the Dnipro
Chorus, the Canadian Ukrainian Opera
Chorus, singers of the Ukrainian Ban–
durists Chorus, especially George Ory–
shkevych, under the baton of Wolo–
dymyr A. Kolesnyk performed Ukrai–
nian symphonic and operatic music of
the 19th and 20th centuries.
The first part of the program consist–
ed of two works: "The Hutsul Rhap–
sody" by Maiboroda and Symphony
No. 4 "The Kievan" by Shtoharenko.
The second part was made up of operatic fragments: The overture to "Taras
Bulba" by Lysenko; lngigerda's aria
from Act 2 of "Yaroslav Mudryi" by
Maiboroda, Odarka's aria from Act 3 of
"Kupalo" by vakinianyn, Helena's
recitative and aria from Act 3 of "Boh–
dan Khmelnytsky" by Dankevych, and
the encore "A ya Divchyna Natalka"
from Act 3 of "Natalka Poltavka" by
Lysenko (Ms. Tsypola, soloist).
Lysenko (G. Tsypola), soloists.
Also performed were: the chorus
"Tuman Khvyliamy Liahaye"from Act
1 of "Utoplena" by Lysenko, the "Kho–
rovid"from Act 1 of "Kupalo" by vak–
hnianyn, the "vechornytsi" from Act 1
of "Kateryna" by Arkas (arranged by Z.
Lavryshyn), the chorus "Zahrymily
Ponad Stepom Hrozy" from Act 2 of
"Persha vesna" by Zhukovsky (ar–
ranged by Lavryshyn), the chorus
"Liubyla Ya Parubochky" from Act 2
of "Ukradene Shchastia" by Meitus,
and the chorale "viadyko Neba і Zemli"
from Act 3 of "Zaporozhets za
Dunaiem" by Hulak-Artemovsky (Mr.
Oryshkevych, soloist).
The concert was conceived on a large
scale: a full symphony orchestra, with
an augmented percussion section for
Shtoharenko's symphony, singers from
Ukraine, Canada and the U.S. a com–
bined chorus of 114 voices, and a world
renowned conductor. All was done to
show Ukrainian music at its finest.
This was achieved to a great degree.
u
The Hutsul Rhapsody" is in ABA
form in which the second part (B) has a
distinctly Hutsul flavor. Although the
first and third parts (A) may be des–
criptive of mountains, they are generic
in nature and could apply in equal
measure to the Carpathians, the Andes,
or the Himalayas; it is hard to find
identifiably Ukrainian themes here.
The high point of the concert was the
"Kievan" Symphony by Shtoharenko.
This richly textured work gives an
evocation of Kiev from prehistory

through catastrophes and glory to
modern times, it was correctlv pointed
out that the chant "Oi Ziyshla Zoria"
(the chant of the miracle of the Theo–
tokos in Pochayiv) is a leitmotif of the
symphony, but then one could ask what
is the connection between Kiev and
Pochayiv? Thanks to Maestro Ko–
lesnyk's energetic conducting, the or–
chestra gave an interesting and success–
ful reading of this work.
The overture to "Taras Bulba" coneludes with the melody "Za Svit vstaly
Kozachenky" written for the orchestra
only, but in Edmonton the chorus was
included in the rendering of this song.
The soloist Ms. Tsypola has a wonderful
voice of considerable range. Her inter–
pretation of each aria was thoroughly
thought out with appropriate drama–
tism.
With each successive choral number І
was overtaken with a growing feeling of.
unease. The choruses, it must be reemphasized, made a splendid ensemble.
But is it the works or the tradition of
Ukrainian choral singing that the
operative dynamic amplitude ranges
from forte to fortissimo? І am certain
that the majority of works are notated
that way. But when the choruses at–
tempted a piano (only twice), one could
feel immediately how unnatural this
seemed to them.
if one begins "Tuman Khvyliamy
Liahaye" with a forte,so much is lost in
this beautiful work, the lyricism of the
opening (male) part is gone. (Here 1 am
disturbed by another detail: The cho–
ruses used voice amplification, it may
be that the Jubilee Auditorium does not
have ideal acoustics, but do 114 singers
really need electronic assistance?)
І may be picking on a small detail but
it seems to me that it is a weak point of
many Ukrainian choruses (outside of
Ukraine). We have become accustomed
to lively, energetic and, of course, loud
songs. They have become the norm to
such a degree that we seem to have lost
the ability to sing softly, with feeling. (1
recall S.A. Koussevitzky's words: Gen–
tlemen! More dolce plizz!) Just as at
dance performances the men's pry–
siadky get the loudest and longest
applause, the audience at our choral
concerts wants to hear loud lively
music.
І do not deny that we have a rich
repertoire of this type, but is that all
there is? it appears that our choruses
have developed such tastes in their
audiences, but is that an ideal worth
striving for?
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Soloists of Kiev Opera perform
at La Salle University theater
by Katia Rudnytzky

designation as a "People's Artist of the
USSR."
PHILADELPHIA - From the
Ms. Yatsenko then charmed the au–
shores of the mighty Dnipro and from dience with "Green Periwinkle" and
all across Ukraine, five prominent "Why is the Water Troubled" from the
soloists of the Kiev Opera brought opera "Natalka Poltavka." Dressed in
enthusiastic musical greetings to the an embroidered blouse and traditional
people of Philadelphia in a two-hour western Ukrainian garb, the talented
concert at La Salle University's Union soprano then joined Ms. Kysla in three
beautiful duets, among them Lysenko's
Theater on Saturday, June 9.
The performance, sponsored by the "The Boat Sails."
Ukrainian Community of Metropolitan
With pride and affection, Mr. Hna–
Philadelphia in conjunction with La tiuk then introduced his pupil, Mr.
Salle's Soviet and East European Stu– Fitsych, who enchanted the audience
dies Program, featured the vocal talents with his wholehearted singing of "La
of baritone Dmytro Hnatiuk, tenor Donna Mobile" and other operatic
Stepan Fitsych, soprano Oksana Yat– numbers. His performance of "in the
senko and mezzo-soprano Svitlana Foreign Land" was particularly moving
Kysla. The opera stars were accom– as his powerful voice boldly proclaim–
panied by pianist Adelina Kryvosheina. ed Ukraine his "beloved mother, his
The group had come to the United own joy."
States to participate in Chicago's Festi–
Mr. Fitsych was then joined by Ms.
val of Classical Music.
Yatsenko in two duets: that of Oksana
in greeting the audience, Mr. Hna– and Andrij from the opera "Kozak
tiuk, senior performer and mentor of beyond the Danube" and "The Moon's
the younger generation of vocalists, in the Heavens, the Boat sails on." The
noted that Ukraine is currently under- couple, completely at ease on stage and
going turbulent times and that all of us confident of their art, threw themselves
desire Ukraine's independence and look wholeheartedly into the duets, transforward "to the day we may embrace forming the songs into genuine perfor–
one another and say that we're Ukrai– mance pieces.
nian." Such concerts as this, he conti–
Ms. Kryvosheina then played two
nued, suggest that the long-awaited day inspired works - "Kolomyika" and
is near. He also thanked Ukrainians in "Hungarian Rhapsody." A noted music
the diaspora for safeguarding and pre– critic in the audience, Dr. George Diehl
serving the Ukrainian language.
of WFLN-fM, was heard to remark
With powerful emotion and a boom– that Ms. Kryvosheina's playing was
ing voice, he then began his repertoire "superb" and of world-class rank.
for the evening, which included "Oh,
A set of humorous songs by Mr.
Hetman, my Hetman"(Lysenko's music Hnatiuk followed, the program conto Shevchenko's words), Bohdan's aria eluded with a duet by Messrs. Hnatiuk
from the opera "Bohdan Khmelnytsky" and Fitsych, a Ukrainian folk song
(K. Dankevych), "Of the Color Black І "Wind of the Steppe."
Sing" (1. Poklad) and a number of
All of the performers were honored
dynamic popular songs which celebrate with flowers presented by children from
Ukraine's struggle for freedom and the audience: Dora Pastushak, Lada
rejoice in her zest for life.
Pastushak and Adrian Palashevsky.
Mr. Hnatiuk introduced each of his Prof. Leonid Rudnytzky, director of La
colleagues in turn, noting that the Salle's Soviet and East European Stu–
visiting performers hail from all parts of dies Program, concluded the evening
Ukraine, thereby representing the na– with words of thanks and well-deserved
tion as a whole. Throughout the even– praise, and expressed the audience's
ing, he stressed the need for unity gratitude to Michael Nytsch, who
organized and coordinated the event.
among the people.
Proceeds from the evening will bene–
Ms. Kysla then took the stage, defit
the victims of the Chornobyl disaster
lighting the near-capacity crowd with
and
the Ukrainian Studies Scholarship
energetic renditions of "Sycamore by
the Water" (folk song), "A Girl walked Fund.
Although Maestro Hnatiuk must
along the Shore" (Lysenko), and a
contemporary piece by Olexander soon return to Ukraine, the other
performers
have extended their visas in
Bilash, "Zhuravlia." Ms. Kysla, a native
of the Donbas region of Ukraine, is a order to return to Philadelphia on July
graduate of the Kiev Conservatory of 20 for the annual Robin Hood Dell
Music and has been honored with "Echoes of Ukraine" Festival.

Birthday party for YARA Arts Group a success

NEW YORK - "We turn to those in
the community who consider us essen–
tial. We call upon you to give us the
opportunity to open our fall season."
These words, written in May of 1918
in Kiev by Les Kurbas, took on new
relevance when spoken by virlana
Tkacz, at a recent benefit for the YARA
Arts Group held at the Ukrainian
institute of America in New York on
May 20. Ms. Tkacz is the founding
director of YARA, a new performing
arts organization dedicated to ex–
ploring the ideas and cultures of the
East.
The benefit party, thrown by the
Plast sorority group verkhovynky, the
Ukrainian institute of America and the
Dr. Andrij Hornjatkevyc is an assis– Friends of YARA, celebrated the birth
tant professor of Slavic languages at of YARA and raised funds for YARA's
the University of Alberta and is an first production, "A Light From the
associate of the Canadian institute of East."
Larissa Sygida-Peleschuk from the
Ukrainian Studies. He is also a noted
Yerkhovynky welcomed the gathering
bandurist.

in Ukrainian and Marta Baziuk, a
YARA board member, in English.
Bohdan Boychuk, editor of the newly
formed literary journal "Svitovyd,"
reflected on the past work of Ms. Tkacz.
Ms. Tkacz then introduced Kurbas's
work and discussed his influence.
YARA's company manager, Annette
Kurek, concluded by discussing the
importance of her own Eastern Euro–
pean heritage on her work as an actress.
The evening's highlight was an
excerpt from "A Light From the East,"
which included readings of the poetry of
Pavlo Tychyna in Ukrainian by Luba
Gawur, Olga Shuhan and Sofia Zielyk.
English translation of the poems were
read by New York actors Jason Bauer,
Sean Eden, Amy Grappell, Timothy
Greer, Jessica Hecht, Peter McCabe

and YARA's workshop production of
"A Light From the East" were shown.
A crowd of about 100 persons
joined the verkhovynky in singing
"Happy Birthday" and "MnohayaLita"
to YARA and shared a birthday cake
and other refreshments. The benefit was
a financial success, but YARA still
needs to raise a substantial sum for its
fall production.
To find appropriate words for her
appeal, Ms. Tkacz needed only to
return to the words of her inspiration,
Les Kurbas, who wrote, "Remember
that every nation, every epoch, has the
theater it deserves. The fate of the
theater is in your hands."
"A Light From the East" will be per–
formed at La Mama E.T.C. in New
York from November 23 to December

and Rebecca Moore. Music composed

10,1990. To be put on YARA's mailing

by Roman Hurko was performed on the
harp by Odarka Polanskyj. Slides from
both Kurbas's productions in the 1920s

list or to make a contribution, writ to:
YARA Arts Group, 306 E. 11th St. лто.
3B, New York, N.Y. 10003.
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"You simply cannot separate art from
technology, anymore than you can
separate the pianist from the piano,"
said Mr. Baley. "Technology is not
merely a toy, it is also the stuff that
allows a fuller vision to what the artist
intends to say."
Perhaps the film, "Swan Lake. The

VE RKH

Zone" would have been made effective–
ly through Dovzhenko Studios, but it
could not have achieved the potential it
has at present. For, made solely in the
Soviet Union, by the Soviet svstem it

would have had limited sales and distri–
bution.
"1 think the kind of marriage we have
- (Ukraine, the United States, Canada
and Sweden) is very good, it is also a
marriage between sensibilities. The
sensibility that illienko brings, the
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sensibility that 1 bring, the fact that we
cooperate, we act as a focal point for
one another - this is the way art grows
and develops. We bounce ideas off of
each other. Art cannot grow enclosed in
a cocoon."
Like marriage, the production of a
film is composed of an enormous
amount of elements. There must be
commitment, there must be an understanding between the producers, the
distributors, the audience. "We've been
very careful to choose distributors who
understand the product, who are willing
to work with it."
To date, the S5 million, 96-minute
film has been sold to Germany, France,
Belgium, Holland, Hong Kong, and
most recently Pakistan.
it will also make the rounds at film
festivals throughout the world, having
been screened in Munich last month,
and is scheduled to debut at film
festivals in Japan, Montreal, Toronto.
There is also the possibility that it will
be shown at the annual New York Film
Festival.
The success of "Swan Lake. The
Zone," the official selection for Direc–
tors' Fortnight, Cannes, 1990, will effect
Ukrainian ventures in the future. The fact
that it won the prestigious interna–
tional Critics Prize for "its dramatic
power and its visual splendor in style in
treating a strong social and psycholo–
gical theme," as well as the Young
Critics Prize at Cannes, has allowed
Mr. Baley to pursue new projects. He is
confident that the film will return the
investors their money and allow him to
raise funds more effectively, sparking
interest in myriad investors to promote
talent from Ukraine.
"We need to get the American and
European venture capital interested in
Ukraine. The Ukrainian diaspora, this
community in the West, is not capable
of raising the money needed even to
make a dent in the international arts
scene."
"However, we do have the knowledge
and the expertise to act as midwives.
These are the skills we need to develop.
We have to rise out from our emigre
community and make a mark on the
international stage," he said adamantly.

"Holod - 33"...
(Continued from page 8)
completed by September 1991.
Mr. Yanchuk and Ms. D'Avignon
have already chosen locations in the
Poltava area, including sites near
Myrhorod and Lubni, and he has also
chosen some characters, eyewitnesses to
the famine, to play in the scenes.
Mr. Yanchuk is encouraged by the
moral support and interest he has
received from Ukrainians in the West.
"After all, this was a tragedy of the
Ukrainian nation, and 1 sincerely hope
that the Ukrainian diaspora will re–
spond to our call for help so that the
film can truly become a memorial from
all Ukrainians to those who fell victim
to Stalin's terror-famine." in this way,
Mr. .Yanchuk feels the Ukrainianlanguage film can find a wider viewing
audience throughout the world.
Any individual or organization that
wishes to contribute to thefilm,"Holod
— 33" may send donations to Self–
Reliance Federal Credit Union, 108
Second Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003,
Account No. 16079-00; checks should
be made out to "Famine '33 Holod." All
donations are tax-deductible to the
extent permitted by law.
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volume 1 and 11
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1. "1 must say 1 am more than ever convinced that the decision of the judges in
israel was unjust.."
- Rt Hoa Lord Thomas Denning
2. "1 know of no other case in which so many deviations from procedures
internationally accepted as desirable occured"
- Professor Willem Wagenaar, author of identifying lvan: A Case Study in
Legal Psychology, Harvard Press 1988.
3. "if John Demjanjuk - whom 1 believe to be an utterly innocent man - hangs
on Eichmann's gallows, it will be israel that will one day be in the dock"
- Patrick J. Buchanan
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4. "1 believe this case stinks...І am asking for an investigation into the John
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Dreyfus case."
- Count Nikolai Tolstoy
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Ukrainian Orthodox League announces
July 25-29 convention program
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. - The an–
nual Ukrainian Orthodox League Con–
vention, will be held July 25-29 at the
Treadway Hartford Hotel in Cromwell,
Conn. This family event, open to all
league members and guests, provides
activities for the UOL's Junior League,
(for youths age 13-18), the Senior
League (for adults age 18 and older), as
well as a newly added preteen program.
The league's member chapters spon–
sor delegates to attend the UOL busi–
ness sessions which will be conducted
during the day at the Treadway Hartford Hotel. This annual meeting of the
chapters' delegates reviews the progress
of the league, charts its course for the
coming year and elects its national
executive board.
The convention is enhanced by a
social program open to all convention
attendees as well as the local commu–
nity. These activities provide ample
opportunity for members and friends to
meet and enjoy the fun and fellowship.
St. Mary's Junior and Senior Chap–
ters of New Britain Conn., will host the
1990 UOL national convention program.
The convention program includes a
hospitality night on Wednesday, July
25, to kick off the convention. A
hospitality suite will open at 8 p.m. at
the Treadway Hartford Hotel, located
at the intersection of interstate 91 and
Route 72. Also that day, there will be
sightseeing trips to Boston and Hartford.
On Thursday, July 26, there will be a
New England clambake party, and
Friday, July 28, will be highlighted by a
cultural concert on the theme "Wan–
dering through Ukraine" to be followed
by an ice cream social.
The 32nd annual UOL awards ban–
quet and grand ball are slated for
Saturday, July 28.
Following a hierarchical divine li–
turgy on Sunday morning, July 29, at 9
a.m.. at St. Mary's Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in nearby New Britain, there
will be a farewell luncheon at the
American Ukrainian Citizens Club.

The Junior UOL also will have a
special program that includes a Ha–
waiian luau on Wednesday, July 25, and
a trip to the beach at Rocky Neck State
Park on Friday, July 27.
For the 4- to 7-year-olds in atten–
dance, a special workshop will discuss
"The Feast Days of Our Church," while
youngsters age 8-12 will be able to
participate in the "1990 Nintendo
Challenge."
Convention organizers also point out
that the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion's National Golf Tournament is
scheduled to be held in Hartford that
same weekend, enabling interested
persons to participate in both the
convention and the tourney.
For further information about the
UOL convention, interested persons
may call the convention chairperson,
Daria Pishko at (203) 721-0796 (home),
or (203) 665-3745 (office). For hotel
reservations call the Treadway Hartford Hotel, (203) 635-2000.

Members of the convention committee of the 43nd annual Ukrainian Orthodox
League convention. From left are: Daria Pishko, national convention chairperson;
Michele Bailly, junior convention-co-chairperson; Dick Kerry, publicity
chairperson; Tania Sesenko, convention artist; John Prokopec, convention
treasurer; Walter Kotyk, St. Mary's Senior OUL Chapter president; and Sarah
Sirick, junior convention co-chairperson.
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NEW UKRAINIAN VIDEO TAPES from KIEV - VHS
. 7771 MY UKRAINE І
veryovka Dancers, Bandura Players, Sofia Rotaru7Alla Kudlay and Wedding
at Bukovyna
7772 MY UKRAINE 2 -
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BANDURA COURSES

Svoboda Ukrainian Daily
Official Publication
of the Ukrainian National
Association, inc.
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NEW YEARS EVE IN KIEV

S38.00
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7773 MY UKRAINE З
Anatoiij Solovianenko with Bandura Ensemble. Lenok Dance Ensemble
Marenych Trio in Concert

S38.oo

7774 MY UKRAINE 4 -

S38.oo

POPULAR SONGS

Performed by Pop Artists

Larysa Chopivsky, (202) 363-3964

What Are You Doing
to Help Україна?
You can support a
computer training program
Nestor institute is conducting a training program
this August to teach computer skills to members of
democratic organizations. You can help perebudova
by sponsoring computer systems for their use.
17we will sponsor a computer for Lviv, Kiev, Kharkiv, Ternopil, as needed
(circle choice). Please inscribe our name on a computer as sponsor C$500 or
more) ^ ^ yes ^ ^ no. Enclosed is my tax-deductible donation:
^ Computer S1500
„ Printer S500
^ Software S250
^ Keyboard S100
„ Disks S25
^ Other ^ „ ^ ^ ^
Please send information about Nestor institute projects
Name

7775 KlEv viDEO SOUvENlR
Tour through the city of Kiev. English narration.
7776 TCHERvONA RUTA FESTivAL 1989 in CHERNivCl - BUKOvYNA

S28.00
S38.00

APON RECORD AND viDEO COMPANY, 1NC.
P.O. Box 3082 Steinway Station в Long island City, N.Y.11103 a Tel.: (718) 721-5599

„ ^ „ „ „ „ . „ „ - – - – - - - - – - - - - - - - - - - - – - - - - - - -

Organization „ ^ - - - - „ „ - . – - - „ - - – - - – - - – - Address
^^^^^,.^^.^^^---.^-^-–-–---–-----–-–-^–
.Zip.
-State.
C i t y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Nestor institute ^ 2213 Acton Street ^ Berkeley, CA 94702 ^ (415) 549-1791 Pacific Time
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State Department...
(Continued from page 3)
He continued that the State Depart–
ment views the discrepancies between
the CEE countries, as well as increasing
internal fragmentation, as a "natural
evolution to multiparty politics." He
added "while unity was necessary to
remove Communist governments, the
more realistic outlook is that various
forms of coalition governments will
evolve."
Furthermore, the level of "political
culture" as is understood in Western
democratices and includes such prac–
tices as compromise, citizen rights and
responsibilities, is low in CEE coun–
tries. A "massive public education
campaign" needs to be undertaken in
these countries, said Mr. Kamman.
With regard to the relations between
the USSR and CEE countries, Mr.
Kamman stated the State Department
considers the actual military threat to
have subsided, as the Soviet Union
increasingly focuses on "domestic
problems and its internal disintegra–
tion." He sees the Warsaw Pact as
eventually evolving into little more than
a "debating society" — a political
organization that the Soviet Union
views as its entry into a pan-Euro–
pean defense and security system.
in response to a question about the

possible break-up of the Soviet Union,
Mr. Kamman responded that, as such,
he does not believe that the United
States "would have a problem with 15
new countries," but that "any process of
dis-union must be peaceful." He cited
the first and second world wars as
examples of consequences that can
result from political destabilization.
Mr. Kamman's comments provoked
a heated exchange with the audience on
the topic of Lithuanian independence
and questions arose as to "what exactly
does the State Department regard as
part of a process of peaceful disunion, if
not Lithuania?" Mr. Kamman stated
that the U.S. has never recognized the
incorporation of Lithuania into the
USSR, however, it must "guard against
actions that could be considered to be
provocative of Gorbachev and his
attempts to transform the Soviet
Union."
John Cloud, economic affairs advi–
sor in the Bureau of European and
Canadian Affairs, discussed the various
paths towards economic reform taken
by CEE countries. Both the Soviet
Union and CEE countries have made
the commitment to switch to hard
currency in 1991. This move will drasti–
cally impact on their inter– and intra–
market relations, and 1991 will be the
true test of how well these countries
adapt to a free market economy.
The final speaker, Kenneth Juster,

"SHEVCHENKO"
BY ART1ST WALTER SWYRYDENKO

senior advisor to Deputy Secretary
Lawrence Eagleburger, began his remarks with a quote from Mae West.
Stating that "too much of a good thing
is simply splendid," he noted that
nonetheless, the legacy of recent
changes in CEE countries poses a
challenge for the West: how and in what
ways can and should we assist?
in recent months, the U.S. govern–
ment has re-evaluated its formula for
financial assistance to CEE countries
and assistance now falls into three
categories: humanitarian, intermediary
and long-term. Currently the most
active category is intermediary assis–
tance, which is focused on providing
CEE countries with technical assistance
in developing an infrastructure to
support democratic and economically
independent institutions.
Through such government institu–
tions as the National Endowment for
Democracy, the U.S. information
Agency, U.S. Commerce Department,
Overseas Private investment Corpora–
tion and a congressional task force on
the "Development of Parliamentary
institutions in Eastern Europe," these
countries receive training and informa–
tion in such areas as the function of an
independent press, the establishment of
free elections, the establishment of
banking systems, joint ventures and
environmental planning.
Many of these programs received
funding under the congressional SEED
Act of 1990 (Support for Eastern
European Democracies), a S300 million
allocation for CEE countries.
Long-term assistance is being undertaken in conjunction with international
institutions such as the World Bank and
international Monetary Fund. The
focus of this strategy is permanent
economic stabilization and restruc–
turing and the incorporation of CEE
countries into international institu–
tions. However, according to Mr.
Juster, ultimately only the private
sector has the investment capital and
human resources necessary to funda–
mentally alter CEE economies.
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Dancers, dance...
(Continued from page 5)
the audience and to commend the
voloshky dancers for their artistry,
calling the troupe "a shining example of
the top-notch programs that Soyuzivka
has to offer."
Ms. Zaluckyj will crown Miss Soyu–
zivka 1991 during a special program at
Soyuzivka on Saturday evening, Au–
gust 18.
Following the entertainment program, guests enjoyed dancing into the
night to the music of the ever-popular
Tempo orchestra. A special surprise
that evening was a guest appearance by
two soloists of the Kiev Opera. Tenor
Stepan Fitsych sang two songs with the
accompaniment of Tempo. He was
joined by soprano Svitlana Kysla for a
rendition of the well-loved song by
volodymyr ivasiuk, "vodohray."
The next day, Soyuzivka guests
continued to enjoy the fine weather,
while tennis players competed in their
final matches.
A special pre-season concert at Soyu–
zivka was presented on the eve of the
independence Day holiday, Tuesday,
July 3, by soloists of the Kiev Opera
Dmytro Hnatiuk, Oksana Yatsenko,
Ms. Kysla and Mr. Fitsych. Their piano
accompanist was Adelina Kryvoshe–
yina.

WCFU...
(Continued from page 7)
tions to speak up their sufferings,
their human losses, their ecological
devastations.
As far as crimes against humanity
are concerned, then our best proof is
in vinnytsia, Bykivnia, Katyn, the
Gulag Archipelago^ described by
Alexander Solzhenitsyn. it is those
crimes that prevent us from trusting
Soviet documents and Soviet wit–
nesses.
And the Soviet documents played
the crucial role in condemning Mr.
John Demjanjuk. ... a victim of
mistaken identity.

New UNA supreme...
(Continued from page 4)
Among the innovative ideas present–
ed at the meeting was the initiation of a
monthly newsletter intended for mem–
bers of the Supreme Assembly, district
committee heads and branch secreta–
ries. The newsletter would serve as an
information source providing news
about the newest insurance rates and
happenings within the various depart–
ments.
Mrs. Diachuk also brought up the
possibility of publishing The Ukrainian
Weekly in Canada, where the Ukrainian
population is large, but the number of
Weekly subscribers is low. The idea of a
syndicated bilingual radio program for
the Ukrainian community in the United
States and Canada also received a
favorable response.
She concluded the meeting, thanking
all present for their ideas and promising
close cooperation between the Supreme
Executive Committee and department
heads.
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Szporluk...
(Continued from page 2)
zambique, it may not even have to have
an independent army, because somebody else will keep it safe. And the
citizens of Latvia will be enjoying
themselves playing computer games,
engaging in sports, watching films.
When they want to go to Paris they will
go to Paris, and when they want to see
the Bolshoi Ballet they will take a quick
flight from Riga to Moscow or an
overnight train.
To put it very briefly: there was a time
before the modern age when one could
achieve full humanity by living one's
entire life in one's village. Then came
education, printing, culture. To get an
education, one had to be a citizen of a
nation state, because education had to
be in a language. We may now have
come to an age of the post-traditional
nation state that will be multi-ethnic,
pluralistic, it will be close to you, it will
be your own, and then, after that, there
will be the world rather than the superpowers.
Tishkov: Okay, 1 will follow your
logic, it is very interesting and com–
pletely in line with my vision of the
future, indeed, 1 would go further. Not
large states and small states, but the
state itself has become more and more
like a barrier in the — well, 1 do not like
the word progressive — the evolution of
mankind. People can now arrange their
own social groupings and organizations
without any state because of computers,
business and so on. Actually, they do
not accept borders. Borders have be–
come obsolete now, bureaucracy has
become obsolete. І agree with you fully.
But the question is: What to do with
the big powers? Big powers are very
dangerous, because they are more
inclined to dangerous competition in
the world arena. We did not mention
this question. Also, they want to maintain huge armies, and they require large
expenditures. І agree with you. ideally,
І could imagine a moment when all
great superpowers would dissolve at the
same time. But to imagine a situation
whereby the Soviet Union would volun–
tarily dissolve while the United States
would remain, with its manifest-destiny
mentality — tha' is the question.
Szporluk: Yes, well maybe this is the
solution. Of course, it is not the solu–
tion but a partial solution, because we
are leaving out those parts of the world
from whom the agenda that we are
discussing is not yet a topical agenda.
So let's leave out China, india, Africa
and Latin America for the moment, for
the sake of discussion.
Returning to the Russian question, 1
think that the Russians have not out–
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lived themselves as a nation. On the
contrary, 1 think the progress of millions
of people we call ethnic Russians will be
advanced - their moral, intellectual,
and social progress — if a kind of
country called Russia, a meaningful
entity, is established, it can be a Russia
that respects Siberian autonomy; it can
be a Russia that grants all sorts of
freedoms to its constituent peoples.
But 1 really do agree with those
Russians — and 1 think they have a
point here, even if they sometimes speak
rather strangely — that in some sense
the emotional, moral and cultural needs
of Russians as Russians have been
denied by the Soviet state even while
Russians were used as an instrument to
deny the same needs to other peoples, it
did not make Russians happier that
they made Ukrainians unhappy.
Therefore, it would be a "progres–
sive" step to establish a kind of Russian
democratic republic that would allow
the Russians to meet some of those
needs. That kind of Russia would still
be a relatively great power, and І
suspect that kind of Russia would be a
country before which America would
happily disarm and, in fact, guarantee
its existence — perhaps against China.
Tishkov: 1 would agree. That is
perhaps the basic argument, it is diffi–
cult to find any fault with this. Russian
culture is really very strong; it has made
a major contribution to world culture.
And it is also very rich. І see, for
examplevthe Russian Federation within
about the same limits and as a state with
a certain regional autonomy. There
should be autonomy for Siberia, for the
Urals, for the European part...
Szporluk: And for the north.
Tishkov: Actually, we already have
eight economic regions of the Russian
Federation. Why not give all the eight
regions a certain sovereignty, like the
Lander in West Germany or like the
states and provinces in the United
States and Canada? We should do it
immediately. That is maybe the only
way to keep some of the republics in the
Union, because it will minimize their
exclusiveness.
Szporluk: 1 want to add to this, if
Russians begin to worry more about
Russia and do something about im–
proving Russia as such, then perhaps
the non-Russian republics will not feel
threatened by Russian attention. You
see, the tragedy of Soviet reality is that
Moscow, which in the eyes of nonRussians represents Russia, is their
enemy, it interferes, it says that you
cannot build a theater, you cannot have
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more movies, and so on. if Russians
worry about rebuilding Russia, perhaps
then the union republics will say "all
right, there are terms on which we can
still be affiliated with you."
Tishkov: 1 think 1 will draw some sort
of final conclusion, at least for myself.
As a historian, 1 can see that all great
empires collapsed when the center was
dying and the periphery became
stronger, it looks as if that is what we
have now. The best thing to do now is to
improve the situation in the center.
Perhaps this will serve as an example.
That may be the only solution. Not by
force.
Solchanyk: You know, no one would
disagree with the point that the Russian
question is very important, and certain–
ly the entire conversation that we had
about the state is crucial precisely to the
Russian question, given the historical
background. Г really do not wish to
introduce a pessimistic note into this.
However, looking at the Russian press,
let's say Literaturnaya Rossiya, really
the discussion there appears to have
veered off into some sort of strange
channel.
Maybe 1 am not reading the proper
things, but 1 do not see this kind of
debate that we are having here being
reproduced in Literaturnaya Rossiya or
Soyetskaya Rossiya. І see discussion of
Russophobia, the Jewish question, and
so on. How will that add to the solution
of the Russian question, and, even more
important, how will it contribute to the
solution of the national question?
Tishkov: Well, first of all, Litera–
turnaya Rossiya and Soyitskaya Ros–
siya are losing their subscribers. That is
already something. They are only one of
the many voices of glasnost. Here in the
West, you should not overestimate
these kinds of things, like Pamiat and
the position of Nash Sovremennik. All
these people ran in the elections to the
Russian Parliament a month ago, and
they lost badly in Moscow. Ordinary
people did not want to support them.
Their viewpoint exists, but it exists as
one of many voices. І do not, for
example, judge France by Le Pen, and І
do not judge the United States by the
KuKluxKlan.
Szporluk: 1 tend to agree with Dr.
Tishkov. We should not exaggerate the
importance of those extremists, but we
have to be aware that the process of the
"normalization" of Russia is being
impeded by two forces. First, the
Russian imperial tradition. Russians

were taught for centuries to think of
themselves as a supernation in charge of
others, so the imperial temptation is still
very strong, and the Russians have to
get rid of it.
The second point is that the search for
a real identity for Russia includes very
strongly the direct opposite of the
imperial tradition, although it is com–
patible in practice with it — namely, a
definition of Russia that in some sense
views Russia as a special oddball among
nations, if the entire world were to have
free elections, some Russians would
say, well, the beauty of Russia is that
Russians do not have elections. People
have independent courts, but they say
Russians are a beautiful people that do
not need judges. We are a sincere and
happy people who do things with the
heart and not reason. This is a very
dangerous current, and, because the
Russians are very frustrated, generally,
this can be appealing to some people.
Tishkov: 1 would agree with you. it is
really a danger. І think the Russians
should overcome a very, very serious
psychological barrier in their own
mentality. І have friends who are
intellectuals and work with me at the
Academy of Sciences. And they still ask
me sometimes: "Are you ready to accept
the responsibility and lose what for
centuries our predecessors had ac–
quired?" That kind of logic really exists.
Szporluk: You see it as a relic of the
imperial mentality.
Tishkov: Yes.
Solchanyk: So, is the Russian in–
telligentsia asking the wrong questions
at the moment?
Tishkov: 1 would say that the inteili–
gentsia is basically in good shape. But
there are people who are really quite
attached to this logic, it is very strange
how this appeared in people's mentality.
Educated, clever peoj^,jood friends,
but they still are usecf to this. How it
functions in the mind — that is the
mystery.
Solchanyk: Gentlemen, thank you
very much.
UKRAINIAN SINGLES
NEWSLETTER
Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages
throughout the United States and Canada
For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Single Ukrainians
P.O. Box 24733, Phila., Pa. 19111
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UKRAINIAN PERFORMERS WANTED
for a concert to be held in East-central Pennsylvania
in OCTOBER
Dance ensembles, vocal and instrumental groups and soloists from the U. S.
and Canada welcome to apply.
ш Outstanding facilities;
" Experienced, knowledgeable, and cooperative staff;
ш Appreciative audience;
в Warm hospitality provided.
Please send publicity materials (audio and video demos a plus) a long
with financial requirements before August 11 to:
Ukrainian-American Heritage Foundation
c7o 623 Park Avenue
Port Carbon, Pa. U.S.A. 17965
Please include sufficient postage for items you wish to be returned.

With profound sorrow we wish to inform our friends, relatives and
the Ukrainian Community that

GEORGE J. SCHERBAK
passed away on July 7th 1990 in Chester County Hospital, West Chester, Pa
after a short illness. He was born in Drohobych, Ukraine and came to thiscounr
in 1949. He was a member of Holy Ghost Ukrainian Catholic Church. He was
secretary of UNA Branch 352 for over 30 years as well as financial secretary of"
the Ukrainian Catholic Club.
PARASTAS– Wednesday, July 11,1990 at 7:00 p. m. at Robert Morland
Funeral Home, 9th fc Main Sts., Trainer, Pa.
FUNERAL SERWCE– Thursday, July 12,1990, Divine Liturgy 9:30 A. M.
at Holy Ghost Ukrainian Catholic Church; burial at Lawn Craft Cemetery
Linwood, Pa.
in sorrow:
wife– 1RMA B1RK SCHERBAK
2 sons– GEORGE W., West Chester
MARK G., Bethlehem, Pa.
daughter^ DONNA ME1NOLSCHM1DT,
Germany
and 3 Grandchildren
instead of flowers the family asks that memorial contributions be sent to:
American Cancer Society
P. 0. Box 208
Exton, Pa. 19341
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July 19
C A M B R 1 D G E , Mass.: The Harvard
U k r a i n i a n S u m m e r institute presents a

No. 28

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

July 15
C A M B R 1 D G E , Mass.: The Harvard
U k r a i n i a n S u m m e r institute ( H U S 1 ) , in
c o o p e r a t i o n with Music M o u n t a i n of
Falls v i l l a g e , C o n n . , presents t h e Leon–
tovych String Q u a r t e t of the Kiev S t a t e
P h i l h a r m o n i c Society in p e r f o r m a n c e at
t h e L o n g y S c h o o l of Music, 1 Follen St.
at 8 p . m . Tickets are S10 general admis–
sion, 57 seniors a n d students, and free for
H U S 1 students. F o r further information
call (617) 495-7835, or (617) 495-7833.

SUNDAY, JULY 15,1990

round table discussion on "The Politics
of Perebudova and Classical Music" at 8
p.m. in Emerson 210. Members of the
Leontovych Quartet will discuss current
processes and the problems facing per–
formers and researchers of classical
music. For more information call (617)
495-7835, or (617) 495-7833.
July 20
P H 1 L A D E L P H 1 A : T h e U k r a i n i a n Con–
gress C o m m i t t e e - U k r a i n i a n C o m m u –
nity of M e t r o p o l i t a n Philadelphia, i n c . ,
in c o o p e r a t i o n with t h e P h i l a d e l p h i a

THE MANAGEMENT OF

SOYUZIVKA
cordially invites you to participate in the

SUMMER 1990
ENTERTAINMENT
at SOYUZIVKA

July 25

Department of Recreation is sponsoring
"Echoes of Ukraine," a festival of music,
song and dance at the Robin Hood Dell
East, 33rd and Dauphin streets, in
Fairmount Park at 8 p.m. Featured will
be stars from the Kiev Opera: tenor
Stepan Fitsych,soprano Oksana Yacenko.
and mezzo soprano Svitlana Kysla as
well as pianist Adelina Kryvosheina and
the Lyman Ukrainian Folk Ballet.
July 20-22
B L O O M 1 N G D A L E , ill.: T h e St. An–

drew Ukrainian Orthodox Church an–
nual Ukrainian festival will take place
this weekend on the church grounds,
featuring concerts, dances, exhibits, arts
and crafts, a live band and a lottery.
Gates will open at 6 p.m. on Friday, noon
on Saturday and Sunday, and will close
at 11 p.m. Admission is free, but a S2
parking donation per car is requested.
For more information call Mike Bodnar,
(708) 231-7981.
July 21
JEWETT, N.Y.: The Music and Art
Center of Greene County, inc. presents
the Leontovych String Quartet from
Kiev at 8 p.m. Tickets are S5 for mem–
bers, 57 for senior citizens, and S10 for all
others. For more information call (518)
989-6479.
July 22

PHILADELPHIA: st. viadimirs

Saturday, July 21 - 8:30 p.m.
Swiatoslawa Kaczarai - soprano
Mychajlo Lew - accopanist
Hryc Hrynowec - soloist
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - The Soyuzivka Band

Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral will hold
its annual church picnic today at the
Tryzub Picnic grounds in Horsham, Pa.,
immediately following the 11 a.m. divine
liturgy. All are invited to enjoy Christian
fellowship, good food, music, dancing,
games and athletics. Admission is S3 for
adults, S2 for teens, and free for children
under 12. For more information call
Andrew Possyn, (215) 271-8652.

Saturday, July 28 - 8:30 p.m.
Bandura Ensemble "HOM1N STEP1W", New York
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - A. Chudolij Band

July 23-24

Saturday, August 4 - 8:30 p.m.
"DUMKA" Choir, New York
DANCE-– 10:00 p.m - "vodohray" Band

HUNTER, N.Y.: The New York Ukrai–
nian Festival will take place at the
Catskill Mountain Resort at Hunter
Mountain and will feature performances
by singer-entertainer Joy Brittan and the
dance group Chaika, as well as many
others. This is the first year that Ukrai–
nian performers have been included in
this summer long series of festivals.

Saturday, August 11
To be announced at a future date
Saturday, August 18 - 8:30 p.m.
1991 Miss Soyuzivka - Weekend
Marianka Suchenko-Xotrey - soprano
Sophia Beryk-Schultz - accompanist
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - A. Chudolij Band

July 24
RH1NEBECK, N.Y.: The movie, "The
Eve of ivan Kupalo," by Yuri Hlienko,
will be shown at 7 p.m. at the Upstate
Films Theater. Magical realism meets
Ukrainian folklore in this rollicking fable
with the look of a tapestry and the feel of
an Eastern fairy tale. For more informa–
tion call the theater, (914) 876-2515.

Sunday, August 19
"SOYUZ1ANKA DAY"
Saturday, August 25 - 8:30 p.m.
DANCE ENSEMBLE - Roma Prima Bohachevsky
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "veselka" Band
Friday, August 31 - 8:30 p.m.
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - Oles Kusyshyn Trio
Saturday, September 1 - 8:30 p.m.
vocal Ensemble - DARKA Д SLAYKO
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "Tempo" Ь "vodohray" Bands
Sunday, September 2 - 8:30 p.m.
vocalist - ALex Holub
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "Tempo" ft "vodohray" Bands

CAMBR1DGE, Mass.: The Harvard
Ukrainian Summer institute presents a
lecture by Dr. William Noll of the
Harvard Ukrainian Research institute
on the "Making and Unmaking of Ukrai–
nian Folk Music" at 7:30 p.m. in Emer–
son 210. For more information call (617)
495-7835, or (617) 495-7833.

CAMBR1DGE, Mass.: The Harvard
Ukrainian Summer institute presents a
lecture and show by Dr. Myron Stachiw,
curator of the Sturbridge village Mu–
seum, entitled "Open-Air Museums in
Ukraine." The presentation begins at
7:30 p.m. in Emerson 210. For more
information call (617) 495-7835, or (617)
495-7833.
July 27
CAMBR1DGE, Mass.: A lecture and
slide presentation sponsored by the Har–
vard Ukrainian Summer institute will be
presented by virlana Tkacz, a freelance
director from New York: on "Les' Kur–
bas and his Theatre for the Future."The
presentation starts at 7:30 p.m. in Science
Center D. For more information call
(617) 495-7835, or (617) 495-7833.
July 28
JEWETT, N.Y.: The Music and Art
Center of Greene County, inc. presents
pianist Juliana Osinchuk in a perfor–
mance in the Grazhda. The concert
begins at 8 p.m. Tickets prices are 55 for
members, S7 for seniors and S10 for all
others. For more information call (518)
989-6479.
July 30-August 3
JEWETT, N.Y.: Two workshops, one on
Easter egg making and another on
ceramics, will be sponsored by the Music
and Art Center of Greene County. The
fee is S20 per course. To obtain further
information call (518) 989-6479.
August 11-12
SLOATSBURG, NY.: The Sister Ser–
vants of St. Mary immaculate invite all
to the annual Holy Dormition Pilgri–
mage at Table Rock and announce the
following schedule: on Saturday, at 5
p. m., a divine liturgy will be celebrated by
the Rev. John Zeyack and will be follow–
ed by a blessing of the water; at 8 p.m.
there will be a candlelight procession to
the Grotto, followed by a moleben with
Bishop Michael Dudick. On Sunday, a
divine liturgy for deceased pilgrims will
be offered in English at 8 a.m. At 9 a.m. a
Ukrainian-language Akathist will be said
at St. Joseph's Chapel while an Englishlanguage Akathist will be said at St.
Mary's villa. The pontifical divine
liturgy will be offered in Ukrainian at
10:30 a.m. and will be concelebrated by
Archbishop Stephen Sulyk and Bishop
Basil Losten; afterwards, flowers will be
blessed at the Grotto. An English-lan–
guage divine liturgy especially for youth
will be offered at St. Mary's villa at
noon, in the afternoon, there will bebless–
ing of the sick at 1:30 p.m. and stations of
the cross at 2 p.m. The pilgrimage will
conclude with a moleben at the Grotto at
3 p.m. Children and youth are invited to
carry flowers and lead the procession
bringing the Shroud of the Holy Dormi–
tion to the Grotto prior to the moleben;
formation begins at 2:40 p.m. in front of
St. Mary's villa. There will also be
blessing of cars and buses as well as
opportunities for confessions. For more
information call (914) 753-5100.
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WE CARRY T V S , VCR'S, VIDEO CAMERAS, FAX MACHINES, STEREOS,

COMPACT D1SK PLAYERS FOR UKRA1N1AN SYSTEM

12446

Q14-626-5641
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VCR'S
PANASONIC, JVC,
AIWA, AKAI, SHARP
TOSHIBA, HITACHI
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СОЮЗІЄКА
m
SOYUZIVKA

ANSWERING
MACHINE

TVS

14M5", 19", 20", 21"
22", 25", 28", 33".

CAMERA'S
PANASONIC,
SONY, J V C
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